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ALHUQUEHQUE, NEW .MEXICO,

VOLUME 20
GREAT DAY OF

COURT CASES

AGGIE MYERS UNDER

Cornell, Syracuse, Penn-

Green and Doremus Are

sylvania, Wisconsin,
Columbia and

Cleared of Conspiracy

and Bribery.
AND

TO ASYLUM

GEORGETOWN REPRESENTED

Six Courses Provided for and Merchants in Large Cities to

for Taking Rebates.

Be Prosecuted

Cornell Is the General
Favorite.
Highland, N. Y., June 23.
won the freshman eight-oare-

Syracuse
race;
Cornell second, Columbia third.
'Varsity
Cornell won the
race; Syracuse second,
Columbia
third and Pennsylvania fourth.
d

d

Full Particulars.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., June 23 Today is the day of the great intercollegiate regatta and the town is rapfrom nil
idly filling with visitors

parts of the east, who are eagerly

waiting for the great, events of this
afternoon. Probably never before has
the interest in the intercollegiate contest of oarsmen been as intense as
this year and those who are in a position to know believe that the races
will be more spirited and closer than
lor many years. Last year Cornell
won the principal event the Varsity
eight race with ridiculous ease, but it
seems to le the general belief that
the Cornell crew will not find it so
easy this year to carry off the trophy.
Syracuse, always particularly eager to
defeat Cornell, has been hard at work
and their crew has done some exceptionally good work during the past
week. Pennsylvania ami Wisconsin
also have sent splendid crews and
their practice work justifies the belief
that they will give a good account of
themselves this afternoon.
From an early hour this morning
people began to stream toward this
cltv from every direction. They came
on foot from the surrounding districts,
iu buggies, carriages and automobiles
on bicycles and motor cycles and
every train from the north as well as
from the south empt.ed a large num-liof people into the depots. The
ferry between Poughkeepsie and Highlands, usually not overburdened with
passengers, made trip after trip and
going and coining it carried heavy
loads of passengers. Hundreds of pic-ui- c
parties started from here and
other places in this vicinity during the
forenoon and occupied every spot
along the shore on both sides of the
Hudson, from which a good and unobstructed view ot the course may be
had. Particularly near the finish line,
which is about one mile below the
long bridge, the hill sides are already
swarming with people. The observation train with its endless string of
Hat cars, bearing rising rows of benches, is standing on the West shore Kail-roa- d
tracks, ready for the thousands
of people, whom It will carry up and
lown the shore, following the struggling crews. Tho arrangements are
practically the same as last year and
promise to give general satisfaction.
There will be three races. The first
d
shells,
race, for' Varsity
will start from up the river at 4
o'clock. The distance is two miles and
tho winning crew will bo awarded the
Kennedy challenge trophy, presented
in 1899 by Davidson Kennedy of
Pennsylvania, to be held by the winner for one year. Tho alignment of
the crews, from west to east will be:.
Cornell, 1; Columbia t; Syracuse, 3;
Pennsylvania 4; Wtiscousin 6.
Tho second race, for Freshman
eight-oare- d
shells, will start at 4:45
o'clock. It will bo over a course oi
two miles, and for the Steward's cup,
presented . in 19(H) by Franklin S.
Bangs of Columbia, to be held by the
winner for one year. It is now held
by Cornell. The crews will be aligned
as follows: Columbia 1; Syracuse 2;
Cornell 3; Pennsylvania 4; Wisconsin
er

,

four-oare-

Ave.

,

The third and last, as well as the
race, for Varsity
most important
eight-oare- d
shells, will start ut U
o'clock, ll will lie over a course of
four miles, and for the Varsity challenge cup, presented in 1898 by Dr.
I.ouis K. Seaman of Cornell, to bo held
by tho winner for one year, it is now
helj by Cornell. The alignment will
be as follows: Syracuse 1; Columbia
--';
Wisconsin : Cornell 4; Georgetown 5; Pennsylvania 0.
An important chango has been made
in the arrangement of the courses as
compared with former years. The
courses 1, 2, and 3 are laid under the
second arch of tho Poughkeepsie
bridge, near the Highland sich The
other three are further out, under the
third span. This change helps to
equalize the conditions, and the crews
further inshore are not under the disadvantage as in previous years. Formerly an outside position under certain
weather conditions was easily worth
one or two lengths to the lucky crew
assigned to that position.
Cornell seems to be the general favorite and many bets are made on the
success of the red and white. Syracuse
has many friends among the spectators and it would he a sad disappointment to them should Syracuse be the
loser in every one of the races. Philadelphia has made a good showing, but
its friends are not as enthusiastic as
those of Cornell and Syracuse. However, at the present time it is impossible to foreshadow the outcome of
the great regatta, probably the most
interesting ever held in this pan of
the countrv
BUILDING UP POPULATION
OF STATE OF TEXAS.
Dallas, icxas. June 23. Triplet,
all U)vs. were born yesterday to .1
Hagler and wife, of Vernon. Texaa.
Th(y now have fifteen children. Hag
ler U a prominent cattleman. At
Llano, Mrs. K. H. Crawford gave birth
on'.-

-

on

-

o. which

lied.

By Wind in

0

Killed-Span-

FORTY

MILLION

New York, June 23. Members of
he firm of Goldman, Sachs & Co., and
Lehman Brothers, bankers, have com
pleted arrangements with representa
tives of Sears, Roebuck & Co., tho
big Chicago mail order concern, which
is to be converted Into a forty million
dollar stock company, soon to be
financed. Levy Mayer, of Chicago,
represented the Chicago house In its
legal negotiation. Sears, Roebuck &
Co., will sell to the banking syndicate
headed by Goldman, Sachs & Co., and
Ufbman Brothers, $10,000,000 of 7 per
cent preferred stock. The $30,000
000 common stock will be held by the
present management.
I
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SEVERAL MATTERS
PURELY PERSONAL
Longworths Cheered at Kiel.
Mayor McClellan Sailed
For Europe.

WAS UNCONSTITUTIONAL

Decides
Owner Was Be Amended-tlou- se
Cases-Biish
Two Contest
ds
Minister
Died Today.
Received on Ships.

-
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Washington, D. C. June 23. That
there Is a fatal defect in the meat
Inspection provision of the agricul
tural bill as it came from the house.
is the opinion of Senator Bailey, as
expressed in the senate today, when
the consideration of Proctor's motion
to send the bill to conference was resumed. Bailey said that the clause
relating to the inspection of stock en
tering packing houses gives a police
supervisor power that the federal gov
ernment cannot exercise. He suggested that the provision Bhould be made
to read so as to make it unlawful t- transport from one state to another
any beef or beef products that have
not been Inspected as provided by the

'
NEW KING AND QUEEN
HOLD FIRST LEVEE.
Trondhjem, June 23. King Haakon
and Queen Maud held their first levee
toduy.
All the special embassies at
tended. American Ambassador Charles law.
H. Graves presented Mr. and Mrs. W.
Hot Time in Old Town.
Bryan.
Bailey expressed himself as most
deslrlous of securing the most drastic
ENGLAND LAUNCHES ONE
MORE MARINE MONSTER. inspection, because he was satisfied
Glasgow. June 23. The British bat that nothing less would restore contiesntp, Agamemon, of 16,500 tons, fidence and save ihe beef business
was successfully launched today. She from utter annihilation.
The interests of the cattle growers
win cost about $7,000,000.
were represented by Warren. Ho con
RUSSIAN LAND OWNER
tended the government should pay the
KILLED ON STREET. cost of inspection and said that if the
Ufa, Russia, June 23. Prince Man- - cost could be assessed agalnBt the
veloff, an extensive landed proprietor, packing houses they would simply
and former officer of the guards, was transfer it to the producers. He said
Kinea on tne street here yesterday. It was "an imputation upon the legis
The crime, it Is supposed, was com lators to come after us." to suggest
mitted for political reasons.
that future congresses will not in
crease the $3,000,000 appropriation, It
PRESIDENT OF ALGECIRAS
necessary. He called atIt be
CONFERENCE IS DEAD. tentionfound
to the fact that the govern
Mardrld, June 23. The
of
Puke
had appropriated moneye for
Almodavar, minister of foreicn af mentgipsy
moth extermination
and
fairs, who acted as president of the the
other plagues.
conference on Moroccoan reforms,
Beverldge expressed . the opinion
held at Algeclras early this year, died that every Industry that
In
this afternoon. He was born In 1854. spection Bhould pay for it. needs
In reply
to numerous
Interruptions,
Warren
MAYOR McCLELLAN 8AILS1
FOR EUROPE TO REST. said that it was arrant nonsense to
- New York, .Tune 23. Mayor Mc say future congresses will not be wise
l
with the increased exClellnn, accompanied br.. Mrs. Mo enough
Clellan, sailed on the Ameerlcan line penses out of the increased revenues.
steamer New York for Europe today, He said he expected future senators to
They expect to make an extended tour be, as wise as himself, and almost as
through Europe and will return in wise as the senator from Indiana.
Committee Sign Rate Bill.
September, probably by the steamer
Senator Cuilom today signed the
St. Paul of the American line.
During the Mayor's absence Patrick conference report on the rate Mil.
and Representative
F. McGowan, president of the board of Senator Elkins
Sherman and Richardson
aldermen, will be acting mayor and Hepburn,
as Mayor AflcClellan will bo away had previously signed. Tllinan did
longer than thirty days, the acting not. sign the report and may oppose
mayor will exercise all .the iiowera ol the McLaurin commodity amendment
would permit tho pipe lines to
tho mayor's office, Including those of which
carry the commodities they produce.
removal and appointment.
Mesa Verde Bill Passed.
The senate today passed the bill
creating the Mesa Verde (Cliff DwellAMONG RAILROADS
ers) a national park in Colorado and
New Mexico.
Inspection Goes to Conference.
EAST AND WEST
Senate has agreed to send to conference the agricultural appropriation
bill containing the meat
Inspection
Pennsylvania Will Do Away provision.

Kinds of
dividual Cars.

With All

IN THE HOUSE.
Washington, June 23. The pure
food bill passed the house by vottf of

In-
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MRS. YERKES HAS OFFICERS AND EMPLOYES TO

Shoshone, July

Texas Families.

I.

Philadelphia. Pa., Juno 23. U. H
Thayer, fourth vice president of
Pennsylvania railroad, who returned
yesterday from Washington, where
he appeared before tho interstate com
merce commission, announced that uis
company would do away with iml
vidual cars of all kinds, and that all
NEW YORK'S MAiOR
CROSSES BRINEY BLUE. officers and employes will be requlretl
holdings of
Mayor Mc- to dispose of wnatever
New York, June 23
may
have.
they
stock
cal
Clellan sailed today on tho steamer
New York for a ten weeks' vacation
TIME FOR HOMESEEKERS
In Kurope.
SHOSHONE RESERVATION.
Chicago, June 23. Extension work
FORMER MRS. YERKES IS
& Northwestern railChicago
on 'the
DOWN WITH APPENDICITIS.
road from Casper, to Lauder, Wyo.,
I'aiiauo, June Li. Mrs. Wilson is nearly completed. Announcement
MiinT, formerly Mrs. Charles T. was made yesterday that trains will
lei lies, is ill of appendicitis at her l running from Casper to Shoshone
reslib nee here. She was operated by July
j, laereby taking care of
upon Thursday.
bomeseekers on their way to the
Shoshone reservation, which will
MUSICIAN AND COMPOSER
July 15.
SUCCUMBS TO OPERATION.
City,
23.
..10.,
Alberto
June
Kansas
To Build a School of Fine Arts.
Hositi, coniMser and band master,
New York, Juno 23. A movement is
following
opera-toian
died here today,
on foot In this city to build here a
for appendicitis.
school of flno arts, under government
control, on the line of the famous
ALU AROUND CHAMPIONSHIPS
Bcole des Beaux Arts In Paris. It is
AMERICAN ATHLETIC UNION. estimated that at least $3,00U.(hmi will
Mass.,
Hrookline,
June 23. The be needed for site, building and enchampionships
of the dowment. The movement Is distinct
all around
Union will be from the plan of the ways and means
Amateur Athletic
Institute committee of the Fine Arts Federaheld on the Massachusetts
The tion, of which John W. Alexander is
of Technology this afternoon.
event will be under the Joint auspices chairman, to raise at least three millliiild-lnof the M. I. T. and the 11. A. A. The lion for the United Fine Arts
It Is expected that Andrew
following events will be contested:
Morgan
and
One hundred yard dash; 16 xund shot Carnegie, J. Pierpont
put: running high jump; fcsu yard several other art patrons in this city
hammer; pole vault will contribute generously toward the
walk;
endowment of the proposed school.
yard hurdles;
for height: 12'
pound weight for distance; running Most of the artists in this country are
in favor of the plan and it is believed
broad jump and mile run.
Teceive
will
First, second and third prizes will that tho proposition
be givin. gold medal to first silver general support among the art-lo- v
medal 10 second and bronze to third. ing people of the United States. The
It is believe,! that the first prize will school is to be a free institution, not
Sheridan and KUery depending for Its financial support
be between
upon money received for tuition.
Clark.
Kiel,

i'rus.sia,

June

2t

Several

hundred people assembled at the railroad station today and cheered Congressman and Mrs. Roosevelt on
t li i r :u rival from London.

n

g.

.

SHOULD

nd

Appendicitis of Which Band Master Dispose of Coal Stock The North
'
western Extension Open to
Rositi DiedTwo Prolific

1

as Passed by

to-dea-

PRESIDENT WILL GO
HIMSELF TO PANAMA.
Washington, D. C, June 23. It was
President
announced today
that
Hoosevelt will make a trip to the
Isthmus of Panama In October.

FORMER

Inspection

House Being

were Christians, were recently shot
for failing to obey orders. Sergeant
of police was killed last night in turb
ulent Marva district of this city, which
Is tne center of armed revolutionary
organizations.

DOLLAR
STOCK COMPANY.

Says

Bill

Haakon

BATTLESHIP

Launched-La-

$350,000.

to the story he told when he was)
or the brought
for battleships of the !..
from Washington, and. as
Michigan and South Carolina Is
the people were prejudiced by this. 1
could not expect a fair trial.
never have given tip
Somehow
RAILWA MAIL CLERK'S
hope, and
won't hang,
Just know
IN SESSION.
ASSOCIATION
Why should 1 worry if I am inno- -'
Washington, D. C, June 23.The
cent? I am sure that my sentence will
convention of the third divlson be commuted, and I won't have to stay
FRANK HOTTMAN.
of the Railway Mail Clerks' Associa in Jail, either.
tion opened here today. It is of more
I feel badly to see my mother work- - struggle.'
The smaller negro grabbed
than ordinary importance, as at this ed up on my account, but I don't j me aud pulled me over the foot of the
convention the delegates will be worry. 1 am naturally calm, and I am bed. I screamed, and Clarence was
chosen for the national convention, not nervous about being In Jail.
yelling, too.
which will be held in Chicago on OcThe women ought to treat me bet The negro who had nie didn't (strike
tober second, of this year.
ter. They are the worst of all against nie, but told me to keep still. Then 1
fainted and didn't know what happen
ed until 1 came to at daylight and saw
HOPES TO MAKE
MURDERED BY
my husband half lying there on the
1
floor.
crawled to the door and
to
tho neighbors for help
called
VERY
PLAIN
BILL
YAQUI INDIANS
There were a great many mistakes
made. Tho most trouble was caused
by the neighbors, who tried to clean
W. R. Slinkard Meets Death Governor Hagerman for Vig- up the houso before the police came.
They meant all right, but it made
things look bad for nie.
orous Campaign in Both
While Employed on RailI still think I will come out all right
In the last two years I have not given
Territories.
Mexico.
in
road
up hope. I am innocent and not a bit
afraid to die this minute. I know 1
will be free.
If this were my last day on earth
WAS WELL
KNOWN IN EL PASO HERE CONSULTING PARTY LEADERS
I would say from the bottom of my
heart that I am innocent.
AGGIE MYERS.,
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Hajjerman
Governor Herbert J.
El Paso. Tex., June 23. Because he came down from Santa Fe last night,
City, Mo., (County Jail),
Kansa
was anxious to finish his contract on and will be at tho Alvarado until June 23. I have just heard that Govthe Cananea, Yaqui Kiver & Pacific Monday morning. Governor Hager-ma- ernor Folk was going to grant Aggie
railroad, in a short space of time, and
Myers and myself a stay of execution.
said:
get his wife and three children out
You bet your life it's good news.
"I came down to see some of the have told the whole, truth regarding
of Mexico before the heat became severe, W. R. Slinkard, a railroad con- party leaders on details ot the state- the killing of Clarence Myers,
and
hood bill, on the met hod of taking the f(el better fcr it.
tractor, lost his life.
speabsolutely
bill
is
vote.
not
The
Aggie
I
railwere
Slinkard had been tngaged in
and
sweethearts bethe elec- fore Clarence married ber. After
road work in the Yaqui country for cific ou the matter of how
proclaas
the
be
held,
shall
and
I
tion
marriage
taeir
ome time. With his family, be was
used to come to their
iscamped at kilometer 105, northeast of mation for the election must be is house often. One day Aggie told me
by
month,
next
of
it
14th
the
sued
was
she
Giiaymas, and left that place Friday
tired of Clarence, and wanted to run away witn me, but said she
to go to Bueua Vista, where the grad- my desire to get around among the
be
will
what
people
see
methods
and
was
afraid Clarence would follow- us
ing gang was at work, in order to rush
the work. It was while ho was en for the best. The law provides that ami kill her, go we planned to git him
the
words
shall
contain
ballot
the
out of the way.
route back to his camp at kilometer 'yes' and 'no,'
aud boxes in which the
lt)5 that ho was murdered.
Wnen all details hail been arranged
mark,
the
to
is
make
his
if
voter
I came to Aggie s house,
He was attacked and killed by two
in Kanss.s
voter
vote
siuicnooii
uesires
ior
io
('Hy,
gginsville. I met her at
from
men dressed as Mexican soldiers, and
ne
oox
om
me
me
niaiK
in
win
uexi
II
n
t
fiwtn owmui utt.l m... .!..
lioli'l
one of his two Mexican soldier guards
'yes.' It he desires to vole to then),,, lJo kj
, fl!,u.(d
ha(
was also killed. The surviving Mex"
a norr piece of a Millard cue
,
ican soldier, who was acting as Slink-ard- 's luull"Oi
and
afl,,r uUn(, M.VOIlil
of' h,
guard, is positive that despite next to the word 'no.' Ibis, I fear,
namany
will
the
of
contusing
to
be
kev. went to Clarence's house
the fact that they were dressed as
Alt.
,
1(ar).
m
.Mexican soldiers, they were in reality lives, and 1 desire that the ballots be.,,,,.
(mr
as
simple
possible.
as
made
was about midnight.
Vaqui Indians, for, he says, "they
Site whispered
"I think that the advocates of state-;,- ,,
. to
parleyed with Mr. Slinkard for five
,,(,.,, aH n.vnua- was
n
hood
vigorous
a
make
should
1
minutes before killing him, and
, K,.)t qili.,
paign for the bill. We should go
am,
W(,nt fjn b ,
could not understand their dialect."
VVj
t.ljir,.m.(.
Although tho widow and children ahead in New Mexico and work tor,,,,
When he got
'
,
of the dead man have arrived In this statehood Just as though we were sure l(, fcW( , walk,.(
,he
going
was
accept
Arizona
it.;
that
to
hit him with the iliiard cue
city from Mexico, the details of the A
The
going
Is
vigorous
campaign
to
be,,low
h(,
,anri(i
killing are still meagerly known.
and
for
in
made
Arizona
statehood
UrapPl,, with m,
I hi.
in speaking of the murder of her
him again
think we have reasons to believe am a(.ailli
was
husband, this morning, Mrs. Slinkard
.uing the best
people
will
vote
th
,,,,,.,.,,
Arizona
of
that
,orhlm wll,,n
said:
oll.
the ''AirL'!.
ill ui"if
iiie we
VV'linl'u tl.. matter.
"I did not get the details of the oil 11.
Help
,,,
oe
u
us
me
oeuer
nnure
win
in
ior
killing before leaving Mexico, as the
It shou (In t go through
case
in
hit.
,
Mexican soldier who brought the newg
ran to ,he (ll.t.HS,.r un
t
Ihe people unite fully
razor and a pair of scissors, and then
went to I,os Lamones, from which tail
,
what
stand
President
has
Koosevelt
w.uilt
place help was sent us. The soldier
hlm hlu. Kash(,(, Um witn
,
b,alll),.,, niru wU,
said, however, he was positive that dune during tho present congress toi,he
we
do
bill
through,
get
if
that
the
and
8(.jKsol..
Vaqui Indians killed my husband, as
whell ,le ffn to ,he fl
by
gelling
our
show
appreciation
not
l hey
,
we (ll.aKl,,.,i hi11 ov(T !o a t.(n)
parleyed with him prior to killing him. and the guard could not un- out to the polls and voting for It, be
hlm .... T....
to..k
not
will
another
such
dur
make
effort
and went out, later g tug to Walla
derstand their language. That they
were in the garb of Mexican soldiers ing his term of office. Congress, too, Walla. Wash., where I was captured
thoroughly
is
of
the
statehood
tired
Ly ileiKtives. and made a full
is not surprising as they always strip
question, and if it is not accepted by
it on tho witness
the bodies of those they murder."
it
people
will
be
a
time,
dead
this
Much indignation is felt here at the the
stand.
years
many
come.
to
Other
for
Issue
Thai is the ttu'li. and God knows
murder of Slinkard. by the Indians,
and there is much bitterness express- Issues will spring up to overshadow I'd gla. !y give my iiie if by no doing1
It."
eould bring Clarence Lack to life.
ed that the Mexican government does
She planned ihe whole affair and
not wipe out these blood thirsty bands
New
Money
York
w us
Market.
that kill for robbery, and whose pres,le (ine w ho really killed hl'm, as
New York. June 23. Money on call, she tut his throat and stabbed him
ence makes It unsafe for Americans
or others to travel through the part nominal; no loans: prime mercantile wh.le he was calling upon her to help
paper, I'd;.'-- , per cei,t. Silver, ti5'4c. lum.
FHANK HOTTMAN.
of the count - thev infest.
r-

Oklahoma-Elevat- or

e

BIDS OPENED FOR
MRS. AGGIE MYERS.
TWO BIG BATTLESHIPS.
Washington, D. C, June 23. Bids anything about, him, but it looks like
were opened today at the navy de- lawyers for the Rtate had
con
partment for the proposed 16,0(K) ton victed on his trial, lots of nie
evidence
battleships Michigan and South Caro- in my favor was never brought out.
lina, authorized by act of congress. . I asked to be tried In Clay county
Wm. Cramp & Co., Philadelhpia,
because the people in Kansas City
the lowest bidders on class one were against me. When the case
in which machinery and hull are de- came up here Hottman had to stick
scribed by the department. Their bid

1

DESTROYED BRITISH

very few have offered me any consol fatally wounded ar.i several
were
at Ion.
Some of them have spread hurt. Camden
sent iOO armed men to
false reports about me. I don't see help
the Americans and the foreigners
why they act .so. I would never say
anything to hurt a woman: If I fled to Richwood for safetv.
couldn t say anything good l would WIND WRECKS
FIFTY
keep still.
HOUSES IN OKLAHOMA.
1
cannot imagine why 1 should be
Fifty
l.awton. Okla., June e23.
suspected of having anything to do
this
with my husband's death.
He was houses were wrecked 'between
place
and Quanah, Texas, last nlgnt
always good to me and gave me all
the money he earned. He was at- - by wind. A passenger train near Law.
tentive, loved home and worked hard ton was blown from the track. Tne
He earned about $10 or $15 a week storm covered a large area but no
and sometimes more, wheu he worked deaths have teen reported.
overtime, and we saved a little. We
never ouarreled. and 1 had no reason FIRE DESTROYS 100,000
BUSHELS OF GRAIN
to get rid of him.
Chicago, June 23. The Mabbatt el
On the night Clarence was killed
we went to bed about 9 o'clock. He evators at Archer avenue and Wood
had not been very well, and he got! street, owned by George A. Severns
up about z:3u to take some ineoi- - and occupied by J. S. Templeton, a
cine. We had gone to sleep again grain broker, were destroyed by Are
when the burglars came. The first I today. They contained 100,000 bush
knew I heard Clarence call "Aggie!" els of grain. Three adjacent build
ings were destroyed and twenty-fivI opened my eyes and saw; two negroes beside the bed. Clarence jump- families were driven
from their
is
ed at the larger one and began to nomes. Spontaneous combustion
supiosed to have been the cause
the fire. The loss is estimated

it
is
Csr

.

Bialystok

Clarksburg, W. Va., June 23. TrouSt. Petersburg. June 23. Dispatches
ble has occurred at the lumber camps from Bialystok report the citizens as
me.
In Kansas City I had a great
panic
owing to the unconmany visitors, but here the people near Tioga, originating In the dis- firmed stricken,
reports
excesses will be
don t tiother about me. A few wo placement of Americans by foreigners. revived today. that
martial law Is
men have called out of curiosity, but One foreigner wad killed, another was enforced. Three Strict
men, two of whom

Washington, I). C .lune 23. The
jury found Green and Doremus not
Liberty, Mo., June 23. Since my
guilty on both charges of conspiracy
and bribery in the postofnee depart' arrest on May 12, 1904, the day after
Clarence's death, everybody has been
ment cases today.
down on me. I was put In Jail because
the police could find nobody else to
FOR CRUELTY TO WARD
WOMAN IS PUNISHED. blame for the crime. I was liberated
than twenty-- !
Ptoria, 111.. June 23. The jury in bv Chief Havs. in less
I told him all I
the sensational case of Mrs. Mary L. four hours, because
McKlnney, charged with cruelty to knew about the case, and he saw that
was innocent. His men arrested me
her ward. Stella Grady, returned a Iaeain
on July 2. and thev have made
verdict of guilty, . found her insane
people believe all sorts of lies
and recommended her to an insane the
me.
asylum until she recovers, when she about
I have been In jail two years for a
will serve a two years' sentence in
crime I never committed. Hottman's
the penitentiary.
storv is not true. I don't want to say
WORSE
TAKER
REBATE
THAN REBATE GIVER
Kansas City, Mo., June 23. Proceedings may be brought against
the shoe rand dry goods merchants of
St. Louis, Omaha and Kansas City
on the charge of accepting
rebates
In sentencing
from the railroads.
Thomas and Taggart, the freight brokers yesterday. Judge Mcpherson de
clared that rebate takers were as
guilty as rebate givers, and he then V
JV'"
named seven firms who had received
rebates. District Attorney Van Val
Uenburg intimated today that the mat
ter would probably be brought to the
attention of the grand Jury next fall

1

BUSY SESSION

Holds Levee.

Burned With 100,-00Bushels Grain.

PICTURE OF HER AND OF
THE MAN WHOM SHE AIDED

Pa-we-

HOUSES

HAVE A VERY

AGAIN

So Says Dispatch From Bailey

Americans.
FIFTY

BOTH HOUSES

THREATENED

Permitting Foreigners to
Work in the Place of

For Aiding to Kill Her HusbandExecution
Set For Next Friday, Unless Governor
Folk Grants a Respite

THEN PEN
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York,
Sherman, of New
offered
an amendment to pure food bill by
striking out the provision requiring
that a stamp be put on packages giving the time when put up. whether
with weight or measure. After long
was
discussion
this amendment
adopted, 112 to 45.
House Has Busy Day.
The- - house today adopted
unani
mously the report of the committe on
elections that Ernest H Wood was not
elected to membership in the house
from the Twelfth district of Missouri
and that Harry M. Coudrey was elected. Coudrey was sworn In. The house
adopted a resolution that S. J. Houston was not elected from the Second
district of Texas. M. h. Brooks retains his seat. The sundry civil bill
was sent to conferencee.
The house
adopted tho conference report on the
District of Columbia and tho postof
nee appropriation bills.
The committee of tie whole resumed consid
eration of tho pure food bill. Under
tho rule adopted, the committee must
report the bill at 3:50 p. ni., when ll
will be put upon Its final passage.

AFFAIRS
CONTAINED EXCLUSIVELY.
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Washington, D. ., June 23. Major
W. II. 11. Uewfllyn, United States
attorney for New Mexico, was at the
White Houso today. His business
has not yet been made public.
George K. Hilty aud Adrian
have been appointed New Mexico iKistmasters, the former at Yankee, In San Juan county, and the lat-le- r
at Cuchlllo, Sierra county. The
posonVe dupartnient yesterday announced the following cnange of salaries in New Mexico cttices, which
seaks quite well for the territory.
Advance in salaries were: Albuquer2,9O0: Artesla,
que, from
2.80O to
troin 1,4h0 to $1,500; Mesllla Park,
from $1,(100 to $1,100; Raton, from
i,2oo to $2,400; Santa Rosa, from
$l,loo to $1,20(. The office at Alamo-gord- o
suffered a decline in salary,
Vegas
irom $2,000 to $i,yoO. la
w.ntld have been entitled to an increase, but for the division into two
offices, neither of which can do as
much business as did the two when
combined.
Delegate Andrews secured from the
pinsion division a pension for Macarla
Fields, of Alamogordo, $24. and $2
additional for each minor child.
NEW

MEXICO

Ta-foy- a

presi- -

are: Clifton Chlsholni,
dent; J. P. Church, vice president;
James J. Kagan, secretary. This com-- '
aft m4 Weakly If
pany Is not connected In any way with
Citizen Publiihlnf Comp&ay the recent purchase by Messrs. Chlsholni and Bedell of one claim for
llO.oim. These two men will operate
on this claim Independently.

TOE EVtNING CITIZEN
Xh

officers

NEW

XhC0XHOOVXXC0XK0

of our public schools. Prof.
f Barnallllo County tendent
Graham Is highly recommended as an
Albuquerque.
educator, a graduate of Wyoming
seminary of Kingston, Pa., of the
f im kftorMM DliMkkM.
Pennsylvania
Military college of
Ohr sal Canty ClrtntatlM,
TW UrtMt Nnr Mak ClrttMtM,
Chester, Pa., and holds the degrees
Itrf wt NtrOxrt Arinnt Drttilttlt. of A. B., A. !., and rh. D. He has
also hail two years postgraduate
TCMM
OF lUltCKIPTIONI
wrrk In the University
Kdinbnrg.
'fVr W
id. aar monthla ................... .M Scotland. He goes to ofAlamogonlo
ta Btl
i,y the state superlii-- i
.. loo recommended
U W MIL m rr-lendent of public instruction of the!
by Carrier, 60c per month state of Missouri. At the same isiard
meeting a., the teachers for the pule
Xwm liwiw Crrmn will be i.ltrara hi U
lie schools
were elected, including'
Wnr rata W 10 Mats rr wah. m fm 00
a.
aaata Bar BMata, aaa aU BMtiUtlr.
Prof. Rosa Brown, as principal of
school No. 1, Mrs. J. W. Blazer,
UntMH Ittii Hide laowa m liplicitiou principal of school No. 2. and schoolof'
aaafar hnf W aatlfraia aa No. 3, (colored), Helen Saunders as
principal.
Um papar.
atair Mr

STORK
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SILVER CITY TO HAVE
$1,500 FOURTH OF JULY.
Silver City Is to have a glorious
A comFourth ct July celebration.
mittee of business men have been
raising funds for the occasion during
the past few days, and have succeeded In securing about ..(H)t). Tney
xpect to raise auout $1,500 to expend in cash prizes and to cover
other expenses of a big celebration.
INDIAN'S
GREAT ENDURANCE.
Benson, Ariz , has a Yaqui Indian
who wrrked (or the government last
fall. Leaving Fort Huaehuca in the
evening, lie would walk here, says
he Cochise County Press, vir-i- t nis
family, and e on duty at . o'clock
the uext morning at the post. Total
distance covered, about sixty-eigh- t
miles. Years ago he was a courier
for the government when history was
warm in the making.
A YAQUI

MANY SMALLPOX CASES
IN COCHISE COUNTY, ARIZONA.

There are a number of smallpox
cases among the Inhabitant' :t the,
little Mexican settlement mar Bakor-villecoumy, Arizona, and
Cooilse
the disease 13 spreading. The Arisays Health Officer
zona Journal
Bledsoe has established a rigid quarantine and taken all possible Fteps
lo prevent the infection of outsiders.
their
reach
Contagious
diseases
Height In the summer, and too much
precaution cannot be taken to provide against them.

AN

PERFUMES, AND
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YOU

KNOW THESE
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MAKE

TO

WARM

MfflU:

WEATHER

BEAR-
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Death From Lockjaw
Never follows an Injury dressed wlt'a
Uucklen s Arnica Salve. Its antiseptic and healing propertied prevent
bloo.1 poisoning.
Unas. Oswald, mer
chant, of Rensslaersvllle,
Y.
N.
V
"It cured Seth Burch, of
writes:
this place, of the ugliest sore on his
neck I ever saw." Cures Cuts, Wounds,
Burns and Soco. 25c, at all druggists.

HIGHLAND PHARMACY
205 East Railroad Ave.

CKOOOOCKMC0000

toPatrons.

The undersigned nas left on his vaGovernor Makes Appointments.
Governor Hagerman yesterday made! cation and will not return to his ofthe following appointments:
Mrs. Marian T. YanHouten. of Raton fice until about the
to he n member of the board of trus4TH OR 5TH OF JULY.
tees of the Miners' hospital, located at
that place.
W. C. Relff, to be probate Judge of
Eddy county, with headquarters in
Carlsbad, vice Ananias Greene, deceased.
The firm selling such goods as the
genuine Chickerlng, Everett, KimD. F. COP P.
ball pianos and ethers, need not boast ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING
of their square dealings; their goods
speak for themselves. The most sefJ.
&LEY&TER
lect and latest line of Edison and
INSURANCE, REAL
ESTATE
Victor talking machines and records
NOTARY PUBLIC.
In the southwest.
Open evenings.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Altiuqtierque
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
Automatic Telephone. 174.
I
o
The picnic Daskcts fcr sale at the,
If you know the value of ChamberMcintosh Hardware company's store
are indispensable for outing parties., lain's Salve, yon would never wish to
bo without It. Here are some of the
Dysprpsh is America's rur.r. Bur-- diseases for which it is especially valdock Blood Bitters conquers dyspep-- ! uable: sore nipples, chapped hands,
sla every tlma. It drives out. impnri- - burns, frost bites, chilblains, chronic
Ues, tones the ttomach. restores per-- soro eyes, itching plies, snlt rheum
fettt diner: Ion. norn :1 weight audi and eczema. Price 25c per box. For
good health.
sale by all druggists.

A.

1

KENTUCKY "HOME WEEK"

EATH

ttng.r

IF YOU WANT help of any kind, or
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS
employment of any kind, 'phone,
call, or write Abraham's EmployCo
ment office, 120 West Silver avenue, at the Elite cafe. 'Phones, On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
Automatic, 379; Colorado. 28!.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE! RE
WANTED.
With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.
CEIPTS, as low as 110.00 and as high
WANTED Young lady clerk at The as $200.00. Loans are quickly taade
Maze.
One
Time:
and strictly private.
WANTED
A nurse main. Inquire of month to one year given. Goods reMrs. Maginnls. 215 North Seventh main la your possession.
Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us bestreet.
v AN T BD
Room ly V you ngmah In fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
private family, with or without
8teamshlp tickets to and from all
'Board. C, Citizen office.
parts of the world.
WANTED Girl for general houseRooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
work. Apply between 7 and 8 p. ni.,
SIS West Railroad Aie.
Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
at St. Joseph's Sanitarium. Mrs. J.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Accounts Capital, 1150,000.00.
A. Barnard.
Open Evenings.
WANTED Lumber grader ami in-- $250spector, familiar with white p'ne
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
grading, position in mountains. Ap
SOLOMON LUNA, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier;
ply Room 5, Whiting Block, city.
V.
Buys a lot on South Edith street. A
WANTED
Gentlemen's seconu-lianJ. JOHNSON, AssL Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J.
BsJdridge, Soloclothing. No. 513 South First street, snap for somebody. Also
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
TENT HOUSE
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.
WANTED A party to take four
FOR SALE.
rooms, furnished, or two rooms en
suite. Also one cheap room to rent.
Mrs. II. E. Rutherford, 517 Souta
PORTERFIELD COMPANY.
Broadway.
(Incorporated.)
SALESMEN WANTED.
110 West Gold Avenue.
SALESMEN For New Mexico; experienced traveling man preferred;
line staple for general trade; posi- Notarial
work and conveyancing.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
tion permanent;
advance weekly,
with commission. Sawyer, Ieslie
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
& Co., Detroit, Mich.
OfTtoera and Directors'
FOR RENT.
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLD
LAWYERS.
President
FOR KENT Furnished room, $5 per
M. TV. FLOURNOT ,
Tlce President
month; privilege of bath. 30G Santa
FRANK McKJEH
Ira M. Bond.
Cashier
32 F street
R. A. FROST
Fe avenue.
ATTORN
.
Assistant Cashier
EL
Washington,
D.
C.
Pensions,
N.
W.,
RAYNOCDS
F.
Three-rooFOR" RENT
Director
house In
the Highlands, 12 per month. Ad- lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
marks,
patents,
claims.
trade
letter
;
dress, Highlands, Citizen office
17.
. DEPOSITORY.
J irgjli
R. W. U. Bryan.
FOR RENT
Furnished,
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
Authorised Capital
lent, 1003 N. 7th, near American
fSM.OOM
lumber plant. Inquire after H p. m. que, N. M. Office, First National
Paid Up Cpital, Surplus and Profits
$260,004.t
building.
Bank
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms,
Dobson.
E.
W.
for light housekeeping, at 1120
Depository fer Atchison, Topeka A Santa Fe Railway Company
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crcm
Noit.h Second street; no children.
well block. Albuquerque, N. M.
house; bath,
FOR RENT A
DENTISTS.
electric light and other modern conveniences. 624 West Tijeras aveDR. J. E. KRAFT,
nue.
Dental Surgeon.
i
rt)R RENT Alter June 20,
YOUR ACCOUNT IS WELCOME
0
Rooms 15 and 16. Grant block, over 5
modern house, at 703 South Arno the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
street. Apply 1012 South Broad- Both 'phones. Appointments made by
AT THE
way.
mall.
FOR
HliNT Large, cool room, tor
Alger, O. D. S.
J.
Edmund
liht housekeeping: rent reasona- No. 30S Railroad avenue. Office
r,24 West Railroad avenue.
ble.
hours, 8:30 a. ni., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
FOR RENT Nicely
rurnislied cot- p. m. to 6 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
tage, piano, etc.. and other rooms, polntments made by mall.
very cheap. Mrs. E. K. Norrls,
PHYSICIANS.
We want your banking business, whether your account be large
east end of viaduct. Apply at
or small, and offer In return for same every attention and business
store.
DR. R. L. HUST,
courtesy, the nccount will warrant. We take every precaution to
FOR SALE.
guard the interests of our depositors. Our bank is equipped with
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Office,
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
FOR SALF Good driving horse and
Tuberculosis, treated with
to Its care receive the PERSONAL attention of one of Its officers.
buggy.
Inquire at 702 West Coal
Electrical Current and Geravenue.
micide. Treatments given each day
e.
DIRECTORS.
8
gasoline-en-gln"
FOR-ALE A
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
8
'phones
In
Both
attendance.
.T. A. WEINMAN.
complete.
Palmer,
O.
F.
MARRON.
WM.
N.
J.
ail
FARR.
I. A. DYE.
.lot North First street. A.
E.
MIERA.
D. H. CARNS.
F. II. STRONG.
bK. W. G. SHADRACH,
JAY A. HUBBS.
J. B. HERNDON.
FOR SALE A handsome riardman
Nose
Eye,
Ear,
to
limited
Practice
piano, In fine condition and almost
and Throat.
For particuLew, at a bargain.
Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe coat,
lars, rail at this office.
lines. Office, 31314 West Railroad
FOR SALE Candy stand, one cow avenue.
"OLD RBLIABLE"
ESTABLISHED 1171
goods;
calf
also
household
and
and
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
a three-rootent for sale or rent. p. m1600 South Walter street.
UNDERTAKER.
douoie-ba- r
V
FOR SALE
shotgun; bran new Auto, "phone 316.
Colo. Red 116.
reled.
S
never has been used; one of th
A. BORDERS,
Building. Black
makes. . Call at The Citizen of Commercial
Club
flee for particulars.
and white hearse, $5.
Grain
"
F'URS"aLE
frame house,
ARCHITECTS.
with orchard, two acres of ground;
one block from Twelfth street car
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walking
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
line; In coming residence portion ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building
In the Southwest.
'phones.
M.
Both
of the Lowlands. Good investment. Albuquerqun. N.
909 North Eleventh street.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
FARM AND
house,
FOR SALE A seven-rooJ. R. Farwell,
newly painted, all modern conALBUQUERUX. N. U. 0
Room 23. N. T. Armijo Building.
RAILI DAD AVENUE
veniences, with six lots, trees and
shrubbery. A snap to any one lookNOTARY PUBLIC
ing for a home. J. M. Wilkinson,
Thos. K. D. Mzddleon,
Wool Scouring mills.
REFRESHING AND BEAUTIFYING,
FOR SALE Stock and timber ranch; Office with W. B. Chllders, 117
Gold avenue.
about 700 acres fenced; 30 head of
Because a proin-- r shower hath furcattle, 3 horses; wagons, tools and
VETERNINARIAN.
nishes health and vigor. No hath
farming Implements.
Two
room is
Dr. F. L. Schneider.
without this debouses, barn, and large corral. Only
Office, 424 North Second street.
two milts from railroad. Adjoining
lightful fixture. If you would have
35.
Plenty ol Phones Auto., 311: Colo., Black
government reservation.
one, and your bath room fitted with
tva'er. Price. J4.500. Easy terms. Residence 'phone. Auto., 747.
all the latest and most Improved ?an- N. I'each & Co., real estate dealers.
AND BUILDER.
CONTRACTOR
itary fixtures, call on the Standard
212 West Gold avenue.
A. L. Morgan.
lUating and Plumbing Co., who will
'OK SALE Two tets ol snelvlng,
The INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
furnish
es'lmates ami particulars.
counter, TOR AND BUILDER. Estimates ar
counters; one thirty-foo- t
We tarry the finest line of Garden
cheerfully furnished; Job work sollc-- l
Call at F. F. Trotter's.
Hose in the city.
bed. Automatic 'phone, 724; shop at j
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.
911 North
Second street, Albuquer
o l it unique. pi'0Mi.sitiou is a ciucti; que, N. M
Plumbing Co.
StandaCHeating
ells goods wiiiiont tuliting. EstabBEAUTY CULT URE.
';
i,:'.
lish your own
business without
Auto phone, 671. Colo., Red 284.
Tisk. Sma.. capital ami refereneos
Mrs. M. Helena Leonard.
r quired; ciiaiice of a lifetime. Only
of Parisian Institute.
Graduate
one man appointed In euh city, so
of New York City.
Late
tT.
yon should
Immediately.
write
The latest scientific appliances and
Suernian Co., 13 Dover s reet, New up to date methods for treating the
LUMBER
AND
York.
face, hair and scalp, complexion
SHERMAN-WILLIAMPAINT
BUILDING
Alwavs in
PAPER
manicuring
steaming and bleaching,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
,.,
Covers more, looks best, wears
,
k
Cement,
Lime,
and shampooing.
longest,
most economlael, full
Homestead Entry No. Z'JZG.)
Electrolytic Automatic Water Mas-sanEtc.
Doors,
Paint,
Sash
Glass,
measure.
Uep irtuieiit of the Interior, Land OfHair Dry
Electric
!i(. at San'a Fe, N. M.. May 12,' er: Radio Bell, one of the latest scienFIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
l'.Mx;.
tific discoveries in the treatment of
N' liro is hereby Riven that the fol- the skin by colored light rays and
lowing named 'settler has filed no- heat.
tice of his intention to make final SUITE .15 nn4 3fi. HARNETT BLDG.
pi'v f in support of his claim,
and
Auto 'phone 726.
that said proof will be made before
HAIR WORK.
Albuquerque,
clerk at
irobato
N w Mexico, on July 5, 1900. viz.:
Switches, puffs, etc.. made to or1'
in M. Gnnn, of Lnguna, Valencia
der from combings. Call Monday
c oin.ry.
m., for the north half of
and Tuesday fort noons. Mrs. II.
n i; the i.st quarter of tectiou
26,
517 South Broadyay.
'"'Ati.-hi7 north, ranee 6 west.
An Alarming Situation
He i, .lines the following witnesses
neglect of
' '
vo his continuous residence Frequently results from
torpid
liver, until
elegged
bowels
and
land,
ivatlon
of said
r'". and eul
constipation uecomes chronic. This
'.'
Is unknown to those who
Kenneth C. C. Gunn, E. B. Millett. condition King's
Life Tills, the
Dr.
use
'
11.
Pradt and John S. Pradt, best and eentlest New
regulators of Stom'''rto
of Uiguna, New Mexico.
ach and Dowels. Guaranteed ')y all
MANUEL R. OTERO,
AND
Register druggists. Price 2Sc.
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ROSWELL LAO.

died

X30CXO0OXXDO00OOOCXXX

suddenly of rheumatism cf the heart.
She was tue wife of Hev. G. W.
Rjtad, formerly pastor of the Baptist
church at Roswell. Mr. Reed suffered also from rheumatism for years
and was nelpless a long time. He
finally went to the soldiers' home,
near Los Angeles, Cal., returning recently in comparatively good kcalth,
and he and Mrs. Read were planning
to cell their home at Roswell and
move tj California to live. They
have lived in Roswei. for many years
and Mrs. Read was well known and
loved by a large circle of acquaintances and irienus,

Special Cofrespondenoe.
LtJtilsville, Ky., June 23. The log
cabin in which President Lincoln was
was U rn was on exhibition at Louis,
villa as a feature during "hoine coming week.''
Uhuer guard of four Kentucky
militiamen the relic, which consists
of a pile of weather-beatelogs load
ed on a sul Mat car, was view by
thousands of per pie while it was
UNIFORM ASSESSMENTS
to this city.
IN ARIZONA TERRITORY.
The cabin which originally stood
Govern r J. H. Klbbfy, through
Territorial Auditor John Page, has
issued invitations to the members of
the boards of supervisors of the various counties of the territory to attend
a conference In Phoenix on Juno 2'.'.
at which assessment mailt rs will ue
discussed. The meeting Is pursuant
BE
to the plan of the g;vernor to get the
assessments on different classes of
property the same In all counties so
that thert will be no difficulties confronting the board of equalization at
its August meeting. The assessors of
the different counties were at Phoenix
uarlier 1u the year at a similar meeting.
n

e

FIVE THOUSAND

m

on

the Lincoln farm near

Hod

gen-vlll-

Ky., was the obi home of Nancy
flanks, and was "knocked down" for
transportation pui'iMist's in 1S97, when
It was exhibited at the Nashville exhibition. Later it Ull into the hands
f an exhibitor, who took it about
the country with a i raveling show.
It was afterward void to a telle hunter it Stamford, Conn.
Each piece of the cabin has been
carefully numbered, and it will be
restored exactly as it appeared before It started on its Journey.

FEET INCLINE WILL

FEATURE AT GRAND CANYON

L. B.

first-clas-
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WHOLESALE
Flour,

Five-room-

GROCER

and Provisions
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MORE SETTLERS

FOR

ESTANiia

VALLEY.

!i;
party of ten homesrekeis,
charge of the J. C. Maxwell Immigration company, arrived in Santa Ke.
about midnight. Wednesday, and registered at the Claire. Yesterday afternoon they left via the Santa l'e Central for the Estancia valley, when-the- y
will investigate conditions prior
If iluy
1o selecting homestead tracts.
ure favorably impressed with the public lands, they will, upon returning to
Santa Fe, make entries at the local
United States land office. They will
then go to their homes ami make
final preparations for coming to the
Katancia valley lo become permanent
residents. The names of the intending
settlers are: R. A. Thompson, Miss
Hill, Miss Thompson. F. O. Urown, Dr.
C. O. Adams. F. E. Troy, John C.
Peters, Wichita, Kas : J. c. Miller,
South Haven, Kas.; W. II. Geovge,
Wellington, ivas.
A

r

NEW OIL COMPANY
ORGANIZED AT ROSWELL.
The Oasis Oil company has been
organized and will be incorporate,) in
the sum of $25U.OOO. The company Is
composed of substantial business men

of Roswell. Active operations In the
fields east of Roswell will be blurted
in the near future, and already a well
drilling machine is in the held. The
first well will be drilled u mile and
northwest of the
well that is being drilled
now. The company owns ami controls 12.0OO acres in the oil bell.
The directors are Clifton Chlsholni,
J. P. Church. Edgar L. Bedell, Edwin
H. Johnson and James J. Eagau. The
three-quarte-

v

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

High-Frequen-

OF

Mrs. G. W. Read, of Hoswell,

W-st- ern

6--

uunu-painte-

l

Capital and surplus, $100,000

th8
Union n Postal
graph offlceg for M x D T
boy, and send
the csh to The' Cltlien office, or telephone direct, or call, and the ad will appear according to your wish.
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LINCOLN CABIN AT

partment of ixiretio academy at Las
The China
Cruces is remarkable.
painting as done V.y the young women has been on exhibition Tor t he pat
week, and many persons have visited the ieaut.ul art room of the
convent to see the fine work. The
listers burnt all of t.ieir
Cnina, saving an oven for this purpose, for w.. i they paid over $150.
SUDDEN
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CHINA PAINTING EXHIBIT
AT LAS CRUCES.
Tlie work done by me painting de-
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and you can rely upon It, as wt hsve not failed befors. thst your
money Is not thrown awsy. We have also rented hundreds of nouses
by our want sds, s well ss sold nearly everything ws hsvs adver.
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YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
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OF ALAMOGORDO SCHOOLS.
The school board for Alainogord:i
school district has elected Dr. B. R.
Graham of Bolivar. M i., as superin-
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

An euKineerniK marvel will be the likely that aaother hostelry vvill be
incline plane soon to be built fiotn the erected at the base
All iliiestini;
top of Grand Canyon to ilu- river, fact in connection with the eoiitem
OOIIO
feet, below.
plated incline is that it will have t
At present tourists are compelled to pass over seven different yoloj: i, ,ti
travel on muieiiaek by a in uiious strata, which will lax the skill of en
route inaUuy it ti expensive atil ia her Klin-elo tlu- utmost iitiil the lcs-.,- :i
(lanueroiis trip.
naine.l in its consinicli :l Will pro
The lop oi the incline will pni .hly valuable lo roa, builders H over tb
be near the El Tovar hotel and 1; is world.
-
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ALBUQUERQUE

TAKE A PLUNGE
iaiii, from top to toe, from
the
ttpply Dr. Thomas' Eb'etiic
SWIMMING POOL.
Pain can't stay where it is
Open Daily,
504 North First Street.
Try a Citizen Want ad.
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.
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Lot. $5 down, $5 a month. No Interest
$25 to $150 per
Now is the time to invest before there is any change in price or terms
50-fo- ot

SOLD IN

HELD IN THE CHURCH
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Graduating Class.
Marearet C. Maner.
lary I. Halght.
Bertha M. Wardwell. ,
John B. McGulnness.
1). Keleher.
Class Motto.
'Ave Maria, Star of

t

30

DMYB

University Heights Improvement Co.,

Colors.

Mary

NEW YORK FASHION LETTER
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Y
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(The commencement exercises of the
Immaculate Conception parish was
..held last night, in St. Mary's hall,
'fore a large ahd appreciative a udl
enee.
The Initial effort on the program
was the salutatory address by law-rencD. Keleher, being- - a kindly review of the splendid efforts made on
the graduates' behalf iy their teachers, and the firm determination of the
graduates to live up to the high
Ideals inculcated. The address was
very creditable to the young gentleman.
The chorus, given by the whole senior class, was well rendered and elicited marked applause.
Man,"
An essay on "The Self-Maby John McGulnness, was a very com-'- "'
mendable but brief exposition of the
subject, exemplifying the lives of
George Washington and Abraham
coin.
Mr. McOuinness then rendered a
well
solo, a section of Tennyson's
known "Break, Break, Break," with
piano accompaniment br Miss Ward-wel- l.
e

'

There are so with pin dots, by the sccind model. sleeves are puffs of the same mater-manand sports at the and' the lace insets dyed blue, were lal t.t tne th,ow, but the long cuffs
country summer resorts, so many cx-- lined with red snk, a tnrbnn of blue, nre made of the embroidery, and the
is f nlack silk fastened with a
surslons. picnics, drives, parties and black and red straw, self trimmed, belt
games that In this letter we must was used, to which was added a green enamelled buckle. With this
,nui,il.r n vpi-vnrlprt outfit If our black umbrella and gloves und a tan! Is worn n rather large hairnraid sailor
trimmen wiwi rosenes ana quimngs
girl is to go well prepared for her raincoat.
A dainty morning dress could be or mack maunene. uiacK giotes ana
summer outing, wit.l a mind free from
doubt, conscious of her own good ap-- : developed rom blue and white strlpec". - a mack pauisoi are worn wun tuai
cusmme.
uplawn. Tne slilrt ihas a
pearance
costume was per portion reaching to the knees, the1 One or two linen dreses would be a
A pwttv traveling
addition to the summer
n 'ted the other day In the Grand Cen-- j fulness of wnieh is disposed of by satisfactory
has thet
tral station. Shadow checked linen tucks about the hips; the skirt is omnt, and o fasnfonable
flounce. "nen dress become that- - no wardrobe
in grey which resembled In weave the lengthened by a gathered
wmiwn
Buriinghams was the. material used, neauea ana nnisnea at tne iouom
i""e
.
r
wouin
model shoulders and extended to the belt!1"""- e;"e. tne neawe-r-.
The skirt was a
jacH.ei-uuwmcn uas
a
"e
graduated
tucks. The unlined srtwith an inverted plait back and front. In
a rather novel e..ect m the youe ana
and ground the hem 'were four rows waist has three i.lalts laid at the plastron
iront outlined with a heavy
The coat was a pony 'ack and front. Ine low rolling
of stitching.
Irish edging which also trims the
jacket of military suit, the back of collar, cuffs and front piece at the turn-baccuffs and shawl collar. The
which hung loosely from the notched closing, maue witn peari buttons ana
invisloiv 'by means of
turned-ove- r
collar, and depended for button holes, is of white eyelet em- jacket closes
eyes at the front: and the
its fitting on the curved underarm broidery. The sleeves are elbow puffs hooks and
seams. The loose double breamed and the tie and belt ttre of blue silk. sleeves are gathered Jull at the
were ornamented with hip pockets and Nut, several ties and belts should be shoulders and finished at the elbow
with a cuu. The skirt is in three
two rows of three dull silver botton. 'Provided.
A white silk embroidered organdy, pieces having a broad front and two
The sleeves were long and loose and
full at the shoulders, and like the rest pretty ror evening wear, has also a back gores with the closing at the
of the suit finished with machine! two piece skirt, the upper portion le- - back.
Do not forget that nothing is so
stitchlng. The hat was a "Peter Pan" lng tucked In groups of thre, length- In grey chip trimmed with a grey wise over the hips; and at the knees serviceable in a long coat as one made
by a second full section ot xdack silk. It vi.i 1e found inruch-- ' lengthened
chiffon scarf, and en under-aring, while two grey and blue wings laid on by tiny up and down tucks valuable as an evening wrap, a drivother occasion. All
rose from the left side. With it was stitched about four lnc.es and then ing coat or anyworn
with light dressunderskirts
owrn a long thin cmnon veu Drougni allowed to flare. Above this a head- the
must be fitted with great care so
round under the chin. The gloves ing cf white Insertion, while above es
is not a crease about the hips.
were of grey silk ana- the Ivory .hand- the hem are three rows of the same there
Use white shoes and stockings with
led parasol was covered with the The waist closes in tne back, is made
with short sleeves, and with no lining. the white dresses or those having a
same material as the dress.
proportion of white in ithem.
The shirt waist worn with this cos lucks on the shoulders give the nec large
worn with colored dresses,
tume was a dainty affair fastened in. essary fulness to the waist which is Those
grey, should have tops
silk embroidered in blue, while the further ornamented with a )ointed such as tan cr
New
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White and Blue.
Flower.
White Carnation.
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143 LOTS

EXERCISES

Conception
School Graduates and
the Program.

4

CITIZEN.

CLOS-

Immaculate

EXERCISES

EVENING

Au essay on the "Dignity of Iabor,"
by Miss Margaret Maher, was an ex
cellent effort, showing the lnhetent
dignity and blessedness of true labor,
and especially the approbation and
encouragement given that state by
the Catholic church.
"We Rock Away on the Billows
Cay," a chorus by the senior class,
followed by a solo, "Hearest Thou,"
1'v Mrs. L. Coleman, received justly
Mrs. Coleman's
merited applause.
singing was especially commendaole.
The valedictory address of the
evening was given by Miss Mary
Haight a touching review of past
ana
efforts, the trials
scholastic
troubles ahead, compared to the
perils of the sea, a trustful
ation of the future, and a rendition of
thanks to the teachers.
Father Mandalari then presented
the diplomas of the commercial course
to the five graduates. He then pre
sented each of the graduates with a
class medal.
T. E. Gargan, Grand Knight of the
local council of the Knights of Coluni
bus .after a very appropriate address
then conferred the two K. C. gold
medals upon the two victors in the
recent Christian Doctrine contest, J
B. McGulnness and Miss Beatrice Ar- mijo. Mr. McGulnness, on behalf of
his fellow students, thanked the Sis
ters, the Knights of Columbus and
Father Mandalari for their efforts and
beneficence.
Father .Mandalari then read the
names of the different students who
merged honorable mention during the
school year, and gave a short address
to the parents.
Father Albert, of Pena Blanca, then
gave an address full of encouragement
and wholesome advice to the senior
students. Father Albert is a mission
ary among the Indians.
The senior class then sang a chorus.
which closed the program In the hall
year
The scholastic
was then
brought to a pretty close, with bene
diction of the Most Blessed Sacra
roeut, in the Immaculate Conception
church, to which the audience ad
Journed from the hall.
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SUMMER COAT

GIRL'S

VISITING TOILETTE

DRESS

wn.

vmi

R
,,,ack arnt patent ,cati,er 0x. WILL SECURE
wlth
lords or UhKon ties should be worn.
CARNIVAL COMPANY
WJille tuls Is not really a part of;
the fashion department, I know, every
AND
summer girl will be gild to hear of PATTERSON A BRAINARD
COMPARKER
AMUSEMENT
the latest fad In postal cards, which
PRIVIFOR
has only Just been put upon the: PANIES BIDDING
market this week. It is called the! LEGES AT TWENT SIXTH TERRITORIAL FAIR.
Autograph cr Traveling Card. r?n one
side are five spaces for five addresses
Because
the executive committee of
and stamps, on the reverse are also.
the twenty-sixtannual territorial
'five spaces for the postal letters. In! fair
him to obtain for the
the first aduress space you write the fall instructed
festival
the best carnival comname and address of a friend and In
the firtt letter space a sentiment un- pany on the r?nd. Manager P. F.
since
der the direction which Is printed at leaving has done some hustling
Ahmquerqne on his attraction-securin- g
the top. Write a Hue and your signa-fHt'- e
tour oi the states.
iu the first space, together with
your address and mall the card to ' Manager McCan'ia writes that he
the several Parker Amusefriend. When your friend receives! viewedcompany
attractions t different
the card she writes her signature In ment
places
In Kansas, that he witnessed
the second space land reniails tlie the Patterson
& Bialnard Carnival
card to a second friend and eo cn company's aggregation
at Omaha.
until the lait receiver reniails tne Neb., and
that both have excellent
card back to you. ror i.ie members companies.
of a party who have traveled or en- However, as the Patterson & Bratn-ar- d
Joyed some pleasure together, or a
people
contracted to furnish
now
or
school class
club
separated it all carnival have
ehawg for the Texts state
is just the thing.
lair, at Dallas, Texas, following after
the Albuquerque fair, it is more than
JAUNTY FROCK FOR A GIRL liKely that this company will be
for the twenty-sixtannual fair,
as they will have thirty-tw- o
shows at
Dallas, according to their contract.
and nearly as many here, should they
A handsome afternoon dress ifmr
come.
wear at the resorts is fashioned from
The Parker Amusement company.
white organdy and olack lace. The
while not carrying so many separate
whole is made upon a foundation of
s. lows, has a strong
line of .attracorgandy. The skirt has a deep Span
tions, and swell "fronts," and aro conis carefuHy
ish flounce, while the
sidered
in the carnival
Shaped: aorut the hips.
business.
1 he bodice is cut with a square
Manager iMcCanna has not closed
neck, and the sleeves are drawn into
yet with .either of the above comdeep cuffs of the sheer organdy. The
panies, but he will secure
or
girdle Is formed by
ree bias bands
two of them, and in ail probability.
of white tafTeta and" Is held In place
the Patterson & Bralnard outfit, as
by a large white enamel buckle, which
the papers throughout the country
Is itself enameled with pink.
are giving them strong press notices.
Manager McCanna expects o reSUMMER CAPE
turn to Albuquerque about the mid
dle of July. He is at present enjoy
ing himself at his old borne in Oswego, N. Y., and work.ng up attractions in the Empire state.
TOP-LINE-

Mc-Can-
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EXPERIMENTS

IN OIL

ON PIKENIX STREETS

GUARD

WILL BE BENEFITED

in

'

Street

TWO

MILLION

DOLLARS

ADDI-

TIONAL
GRANTED BY CONGRESS TO NATIONAL GUARD-W-ILL
For cool days during the ummer.
a Jaunty frock for the girl still in her
teens Is cf certain white serge, severely plain, the only itouch of color being
the blue enamel buttons and the em
broidercd blue ends of the saucy tie.
The waist is tucked Into a nlaiu
band, whioh Joints It to a gracefully
snaped yoke. Fine white linen lace
Is used for the yoke and upon this
the sailor tie is suspended. The
serge band which edges the yoke is
ornamented with the buttons. Tne
tops cf the sleeves are full and tucked
and are drawn into lace cups. Those
enrt a trifle, below the elbow.

STUNNING COAT
A coat for wear over delicate sum- mer frocks is made of fine linen, elab- orate with Mederia embroidery.
The long coat reaches to the hem
of the dress and is mod led on ffaring
lines. The sleeves are short, and odd
shoulder pieces are a particular fea- ture of the garment. Plain linen is
used for the narrow reves and the
under shoulder pieces. With these exceptions the coai is one mass of love- ly hand work.
A huge ihat. of black and white Is as
smart as it is big.
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which Is trimmed!
.this
with insertions of repousse. This )s
set in double rows upon the full skirt,!
and comes from the smocked waist
lin-to the middle cf the oodlce,
where It is met by the frill which
edges the smocked yoke.
Lingerie hats in piii'ie are as bo
coming as they aro stylish for young
girls. The Hopping brim of this one
is shirred.
The rim has a double'
tlotincc, and aliout the crown a
colored liberty ribbon is draw n, aiiu
looped into a largo dropping bow at
the left side.
.,
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THT RAILROAD COMPANIES ARE
VENTURING IN A MODEST WAY the back, lhe material was
yoke, collar and long cuffs
of
The tribulation in the shape of dust heavy white lace insertion fagotted
into which the poverty of the city ha together with blue Bilk. The waist
forced the people of Phoenix may at b loused slighuy at the belt line and
ter all be a blessisg, leading to the extra fulness was arranged for on
subduing oi dust by oiliug the streets, the shoulders by three tucks 'between
says i he republican.
Experiments the yoke and the puff that formed the
have been in progress in small sec- upper part of the sleeve. This waist
tions of the city parks to see how the would be pretty also if made of blue
oil would work and also to ascertain linen embroider d in cream silk with
the cost of the process. So far the ex- the yoke and cuffs in cream lace, anu
a blue girdle to complete the costume,
periments have been very satisfacbeside this dress just describ- tory.
Another was begun Tuesday
nwrning by .the S. F. I'. &. P., the ed was an Eton :stume of grass linSouthern Pacific and K. E. Powell. A en trlmmid wiih iiiedau.ons and edg-section of First avenue Is to be oiled ing in heavy cream embroidery worn
for a hall u block on each side of the over a blouse of embroidered cream yoke, back and front, and a high collar
lace.
alencieunes
had five gores with of white
The
The
i.willF. P. & p. track, and the railroad batiste.
also oil ihe block in the rear "t inverted plais in the front, sides and sleeves are finished with lace cuffs
the depot, as the M. Ac 1'. has done iu ack stitched down for about five und ruffles, while a white silk belt
Indus
the belt. On each of the holds the slight blushing in place.
the vicinity of lis depot.
The oil used was put on cold an. I it i. road panels formed by the gores I'mler slips, with belt and long ends
was afterwards learned that that is and plaits were three insets of the in colors would give this costume
same
not the better way, so that hereafter lace medallions, tv ) below and one t. me pleasing changes.
iiiiove. The won Is cut square at the model was used for a grey sjjk with
the oil will be heated as hot as
neck to show the b.ouse binealh, has Hue Irish crochet substituted for tiie
sible in a locomotive.
it is the theory of those engaged in curved fronts that almost touca and Valenciennes and instead of the yoke
the making of these experiments that are extended down the front in points the neck was cut out and a fine
they will be extended by other prop- thai reach below the waist line. Thelsette worn, while the wide turned
erty owners until at least the whole edges were finished w ith lace, and back pointed cuffs were of the tucked
b.isiiie.-i- s
section of the town will be inrie medallion insets give a further chiffon anil the belt was formed of
A silk belt
oiled. It Is further believed that when decoraiioii arranged in tne same man , rows of the insertion.
r as those on the skirt. Puff sleeves might also be used with this costume.
the city gets on its financial feet in
again it may find it cheaper to oil the very full at. Ihe shoulders have n 'I his gow n w as used for a swell gar- firned-baccuff edgtd wltn Iact. Tne den party given in honor of the bride
g
streets, if it cares to resume the
simple in cut and who wore the costume described. The
problem, than it is to sprinkle bl. use is extremely
. nish. mailt- - with
a high collar tucked hut turned up In the back In deep
them with water constantly.
The hat was a cream tinted ueiits, was broad over the fact- and
Anyway, till who have tried it are ciiffs.
i rimmed with nialine
twisted into a turban-nKand pink roses.
advertising this method of combating
shape, trimmed with black velvet
Mignonette carreau de sole, in real-iidust as the cheaper.
loops and ..lack quills. A black paraa coi ton. was iuea for a picnic
sol and black gloves completed i.ie ure.ss consisting of a sMrl and Iu
Deadly Serpent Bites
Hairy waist. The skirt is made, by a
Are as common In India as are s'om-ac- costume.
model with an inverted
'i case a wo.il dress U desired for
and liver disorders with us. For
'he latter, however, there Is a sure traveling, bo.h or these models are plait in front, stitched to knee depth,
remedy: Electric Bitters, the great well adapted to the heavier goods. and an applied lox plait iu the bach,
restorative medicine, of which S. A. Any one of the popular checks would while three rows of stitching finish
Brown, of Bennettsville S. C, says: ma kt up iu a pleasing manner after the b tloni, which should be five and;
They restored my wife to perfect the first style, while v. hes, chiffon three quarters yards round. The waist
health, after years or suffering with mohairs, eic. would bo most suitable is decorated with three tucks on
But lor the side of the front and center back,
dyspepsia and a chronically toiipld for tne yecond model.
liver." Electric
bitters cure chills warm weather the exler dresses are and the fronts open over a vest and
and fever, malaria, billiousness, lame much more liked for i raveling pur-po- high conar of white embroidery finA pretty suit intended for a ished witu while straps on each
s.
kidney troubles and Wadded disside.
en guarantee by al young woman going to Seattle was and smaller straps across the
Sold
orders.
el
divloped
irug-,'s:- s.
from
blue
challis
Is
worn a black tie. The
covered under which
r'rlre 50c.

l

f un..ncr mun and
s enhanced
frocks
by the ad
.
..
or a small cape, which may
worn or discarded at pleasure,
,,
m ...
,s , jea o me tame sou be,t u fornle(,
of flouncPa of cmhrM
i
an
lit,
sun.
ki'iit
laiiiuiu
erv Anelaise. In length it naitiallv
gown
is maue atter a conceals the sleevles of th.. under
inis suuen
d skirt. Thisi frock and falls to the middle of the
model having a nine-sor- t
ciose-nttlnis
to the knees, from corsage In the front and back,
which it broadly flares away to the1 The two long front points are
The blue 1s accordion plaited ed of white satin, which Is embroid-anfalls from the suspender
like:ed. Ureen and white is the coloring
breteles over the aleeves. These are lot the jaunty little hat. The Nea- ... ,,n
Titt'U
HTlrl
TMlfFuil
O
llnillllO
a
tit thil
lu.litan ...pan. (
held in place with bands of the silk, ruches of
upon it. the one under- Thli "ml,,r ''ctllct ,f also cf
Point neat 1. having a long buckle set with
Ue (jont.8.
emeralds. A green aigrette com- Tlu dial is of white, blue and black. pletes
.....-

Lumber grader and inspector, familiar with white pine grading, position
in mountains. Apply Room 5, Whiting
Block, city.

i

A perfectly ttunnlng coat, to
be
worn for dress occasions during the
summer, is made of Irish lace com
bined with fine llnon. This garment
Is made to be worn over a lins rie
gown, and reaches to the hem of Tt.
Heavy Irish guipure forms the brdy
of the coat, while panels of embioid- red llnon are set on the bodice, skirt
and sleeves. These are joined to the
guipure by means eif insertion of Cluiiy

jiji .air ifcsM

rue-mi- -

lace.
A small sailor hat is yellow in tone.

The straw crown is completely shield
ed by a mass of Marshal Nlel roses.
while several short tips shading fivm
cream to deep orange curl in the
high, raised back.

j
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graph of which reads as follows:
"Section 1. That the sum or
Is hereby annually approprlat- ed, to be paid out of any money in the
treasury not otherwise appropriated,
for the purpose of providing arms,
ordnance stores, quartermaster stores
and camp equipage for issue to toe
militia, such appropriation to remain
available until expended.
"bee. 2. That the said sum shall
among tho ' several
be apportioned
states and territories,
according to
tho number of senators and repreto
sentatives
which each state is entitled, and to the territories in such
proportion as the president may prescribe."
By the passage of this act, the National tluard of New Mexico will get
an additional appropriation,
above
what It already is entitled to, in the
neighborhood of $5,000, which will go
a Ling way, combined with the government and territorial appropriations, to promote the welfare of the
militia and put it on a more substantial basis, besides assuring the territorial guard annual encampments and
sufficient rifle practice, stores,
etc.

o
WANTED.

T-i- e

hair-brai-

An act to Increase the efficiency of
the militia and promote rifle practice has passed the senate and house
of representatives,
the main para-

If your stomacn troubles you do
not conclude tnat there is no cure, for
a great many have been permanently
cured by Chamberlain's Stomach and
Liver tablets. Get a free sample at
any drug store and give them a trial.
They also cure constipation and biliousness.

rose-Clos-

dust-flhtln-

BE DEVOTED TO PROMOTING RIFLE PRACTICE, ETC.

JOftAff

m tne cauy Dam clears
the pores, purifies the
slun and quickens the
circulation.

Wiei wter it hard. ItU Impaatittt tjciulo t letting iudi. The 4ditioi
h
tlear.ir.g proceti
o'0MULt TEAM LGkAX t9 tl. lath t cl
lrofthoCibgttui import
i velvety wt.itene
CCugr.tful f :i.oo'.Mits
to lh
luo
tiORAX lc t!. wattr,
t,e.. it ail rVi::g It grateful to tha
liia. remodel the odor tf Fcup.ra-.iois a d.'ir.'cctunt anJ aiitiscptlc;
r.V-eit-

tljtJ

pfevantive nS purifier.
LuJie eiiou'i a'waya mi
T EAM " Violrt Buric Talcum Cgwder
after tha bath, lient f r Cjri,, It non. Equally be :t fur liaby.
All dealer! ; froe sample and illustrate J booklet fjr 5c. ilajcp.
AddrcM PACIFIC COACT DORAX CO., Chicago, 111.

"
Djtaso

(bth powder),

Boric

" Bofx Sop,
Spuglc, Paw'i Bori.

ALBUQUERQUE

BUSINESS

LEGE CHANGES

COL

HANDS.

Mr. Burtner, the new owner of the
business college, came here recently
from San Francisco, and purchased
the Crown studio on Hailroad avenue.
He has become such a thorough
In Albuquerque's future, that he
decided to also buy and promote the
business college, feeling confident that
there is a good future for this enterprise in this
Geo. H. Ramsay
will bo assocllsl with him in this
enterprise.
See the picnic baskets In the Mcintosh Hardware company's
display
window.
Try a Citizen Want a4.

WILL REMOVE TO 602 604 S.
FIRST STREET. JULY 1, WITH THE

LARGEST SOCK OF HAY, GRAIN
AND POULRY SUPPLIES IN THE
E. W. FEE.
CITY.

''

''

t

NOTICE

X

TO SUM- MER WANDERERS.

Have The Evening Ci'izen for- warded to your address when
you go away on your vacation.
If you are now a paid up sub- scriber, please let us know when
you order the paper forwarded,
and also let ua know If you de- siro It stopped at your home ad- dress. Be careful to give post- otllce, hotel or street address, in
all cases.

KILLthe COUGH
CURE thi LUNC8

and

Dr. King's
Nov Discovery
WITH

0NSUMPTI0N

raC

OUGHSand
OLDS

,

Prict

60c$t.00
Frtt

Trial.

Cur for ail
Surest and
TH&OAT end LUNO TE0U8-XJE- S,
or MONET BACK.
Uuacoieat

'
"
7
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PACE FOUR.

Interesting Estimate
New Mexico Population

Published Dully mid Weekly.

By

The Citizen Publishing Company

W. S. STRICKLER,

President.

000

Business Mannger.

Evils of Vassalage

The Joint resolution Introduced in the senate ly
authorizing the president of the United States
to withdraw from entry all public lands now known or
which shall hereafter be found to contain coal, lignite or
oil, is Bald to bo a movement against the further aggression and aggrandisement of the Standard Oil company.
There ere some 4,000 acres of such lands now
known, and ,no doubt, through the efforts of the national
Geological Survey service, the number of these acres
At present Colorado,
will be considerably Increase!.
Idaho, Wyoming, Utah, Oregon, Washington, Montana,
New Mexico, Arizona, Oklahoma and Indian Territory
will be chiefly concerned In the measure if it shall ultimately become a law.
Incidentally, this movement turnishes good argument
If New Mexico shall continue in terrifor statehood.
torial vassalage much longer she will lose all of her natural resources except climate, composed as it Is of altitude and sunshine. Our forests are being withdrawn
Our free ranges for Btock arc not
into park reserves.
only being cut down by these reserves, in which pasturage is churged for, but complete elmination of free
pasturage is proposed by making stockmen pay for open
Already our waters have been
range pasture, as veil.
legislation
in which we have no paritcl-patloappropriated by
and important rrlvate irrigation enterprises by
which large scopes of valuable lands would be made proNew Mexico's greatest
ductive, are being forbidden.
In
her coal. To prevent the furmineral wealth lies
by withdrawing such lands from
of
development
this
ther
entry, seems but another and final blow to the natural
resources of New Mexico.
n,

Adequate Argument

t,
in Speaking of the. admission
The
of the new state of Oklahoma, recently said:.
The southwest has been growing in recent years in
population, business activities and wealth faster than
Statehood for the twin
any other part of the country.
territories will give a new Impetus to this section's exHomeseekers will find new attractions in this
pansion.
region.
The inrush to the new state will be larger than
Statehood has many advantages,
at any recent time.
Proppolitical and social, over the territorial status.
erty of all sorts in the new state will at once increa.se
Railroad construction, already active, wii" be
in value.
One or two additional lines through the new
extended.
Of course, if Arizona and New
6tate are projected.
Mexico accept the merger, as they may do when the Issue comes up to them in practical shape next November,
the southwest's growth and prestige will be still further
Statehood for them would send In capital
advanced.
and settlers, und give them an expansion in a year such
aa would not come to them in four years under their
Missouri would be glad to see
territorial disabilities.
the far western territories Join our near neighbors In the
The statehood erection issue would
statehood circle.
lie out of politics then until, a quarter or a third of a
century hence, Alaska knocks for admission as one or
more states.
Globe-Democra-

In Glass House
The Colorado Spring's 'Gazette recently said:

The fact is that neither of the territories is in the
slightest degree fitted for statehood now, and it is hardly
to be supposed that they will be any better fitted for it
To unite them in one state
in ten years from now.
It Is
would be merely to increase the size of the pill.
almost as far from the eastern border of New Mexico to
the western border of Arizona as from New York to
Chicago, and with the present sparse population such
distances are entirely too great to make the organization
The better way would
of bo large a state practicable.
be to let both territories remain outside the Union until
such time as they may W fitted for separate admission.
The Citizen suggests that a paper published in what
is politically the rottenest borough in the entire Union,
which because of corporation violence and legislative
subserviency is a Btench In the nostrils of America, if
its own papers are to be believed a paper published in
such a state had better sing low, and exceedingly low at
that, as to the qualifications of any other part f the
cpuntry for the benefits of statehood.
f

Republican Trust War
Although possibly its authors did not realize it, there

000CCC00C0

Christian Science Services at 10
o'clock, In the Woman's Club room",
of the Commercial Club building, corner Fourth street nnd West Gold avenue.
O
Church (Corner Gold
Christian
Broadway).
Ernest E.
avenue and
Crawford, minister, residence 311
South Arnn. Sunday school at 10 a.
m.; preaching at 11 a. m.. and 8 p. in.,
Endeavor meeting
bv the minister.

It Is six years since the census was taken that gave
New Mexico a population of a little less than 2mi,0(io,
and It is four years until another census will be taken.

Naturally, there are many and varied guesses as to the
present population of the territory, especially in view of
Its proposed Jointure with Arizona.
Statistics of various kinds are at hand that can bo used as a basis for
The number of regcalculations more or less accurate.
istered voters, or the votes cast at the last general election are a fair basis, but the most reliable of nil are the
returns of the school census taken last fall and the figures of which have been compiled recently.
This shows
that on the day of the census there were in the territory
72,797 children between the ages or 5 and 20 years.
Population tables of the census bureau show that If this
number is multiplied by three and a fraction, or almost
four, a comparatively accurate estimate of the total popThis means that last fall New
ulation will be attained.
Mexico had a population of 275,000 and that it has today
at least 300,000 people.
The population of each county last fall can be calSan Miguel led with a
culated In the same manner.
population of 30,000; Bernalillo came second with 29,ooo;
Then came the other
Santa Fe was third with 20,000.
counties. In the following order; Socorro and Rio Arriba,
each with 18,000; Dona Ana, 16,000; Grant. 14,100; Colfax, 13.200; Valencia, 10,700; Chaves, 10,40; Otero, 9,'HiO;
Guadalupe and Union, each 8,800; Sandoval, 8,700 ; Eddy,
8,100; Lincoln, 7,&00; Roosevelt, 6.200; Snn Juan, ti.Kio;
Sierra, 5,000; Uina, 4.0imi; Torrance, 3,300; CJuay, 2,800;
and McKlney, 2,500.
In other words, the northern counties of San Miguel,
liornallllo, Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Mora, Taos, and Colfax,
of the population of the territory.
have over one-ha- lf
The eight counties of the Rio Grande valley contain
The southeastern
of the population.
almost one-ha- lf
corner, Chaves, Eddy and Roosevelt counties, contains
of the population; the southless than
eastern corner, Union, Quay and Guadalupe counties, has
less than
th of the population; the southwestern corner of Grant, Luna and Sierra contains
of the entire population; the 'southern tier of
counties, Dona Ana, Grant, Luna, Otero and Eldy conh
tain
of the population, and the northwestern
corner, San Juan and McKinley, less than
No matter, therefore, how It is
of the population.
viewed, the densest population is found in the counties
on each side of the backbone of the Sangre de Christo
range and the Rio Grande valley, or in the
Spanish-speakin- g
counties.
Another fair comparison is by judicial districts,
which have been divided according to the railroad lines.
The First. Judicial District has a population of 58,400;
the SecomL, Judicial district of 50,900; the Third Judicial
district of 57.100; the Fourth Judicial district, f'.7,5o0;
the Fifth Judicial district, 24,700, and the Sixth, 31,700.
Despite the influx of immigration in late years into the
newer counties, nearly all In the Fifth and Sixth Judicial
h
districts, these today contain scarcely more than
of the entire population of the territory.
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We never before were so well prepared to take geod
car of the heat driven Man, with smart looking, comfortable Clothes.

The cool breezes find an easy entrance through our
airy Crashes, Serges and Homespuns.

p. m.

7

Yet, for all their lightness, skillful Tailors have given
a permanent shape to the garments that you would think
impossljle in stuff so Zephyr-like- .

Highland Methodist Church (LoJ.
cated at 312 South Arno street.)
M. Sollie. pastor. Preaching at 11 a.
Subject, "Paul's Idea of the
in.
Christian Religoin." At 8 p. m., subject, "Conversion." Sunday school at
9:45 n. m.; Senior league at 7 p. m.
Strangers cordially Invited to attend
each service.

Yes, even if you are one'of those large, healthy Fellows that most Clothiers think it too much trouble to
bother with.
Wool Crash, Serge and Homespun Suits or Coat and

Trousers.
We'll certainly fix It all right with your purse.

First Presbyterian Church (.Corner
Fifth street, and Sliver avenue.) Services at 11 a. m. and 8 p. m. Morning subject. "Ily Their Fruits Ye Shall
Know Them.' At the evening service,
the Children's Day exercises will be
given.
Parents who have children to
present for baptism can bring them
either at the morning or evening services, which ever may be most convenient to the parent. Sunday school
at 9:45 a. m.; Young People's meeting at 7 p. m. A cordial invitation to
all, Hugh A. Cooper, pastor.

Fine Clothing and
Furnishings

Mo

MANBEILL

ROLLER FLOUR MILL FOR 8ALE.
including
Machinery,
complete,
roller
boiler and engine, for
flour mill. Address, Martin Lohman,
Las Cruces, N. M.
el

Lutheran Church Rev.
E. Moser,
pastor.
(Corner Sixth
street and Silver avenue.) Sunday
school at 9:3o. German service at 11
,
o'clock.
' . . .
Prelude
Handel)

mz

Faywood

Morning
Anthem
Hymn
Sermon
Great

one-fift-

one-thirtie- th

Violin

Prayer
Rendered
Subject:
Supper."

Solo

Hymn

by

the

ooooooo

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH. '
RELIEVES PAIN,

Hot

Hymn

one-twelf- th

Fine Clothing and
FurnUhings

SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS

Adams & Dilgard

St. Paul's

one-thlrte-

A'

Then your size is here.

St. John's Episcopal Church (Corner Fourth street Bnd Silver avenue.)
Holy communion, 7:30 a. m.; Sunday
school, 10 a. m.; morning prayer and
sermon, 11 a. m. Mr. R. W. Reynolds
will sing as an offertory solo, "The
Great White Throne." No evening service. All seats free. A. G. Harrison,
rector.

BUILDS

Springs

"The Call to the

"A Dream". (Schumann)
Miss O. Lelke.

CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.

Funeral Directors

understand German are
cordially invited.
English service and sermon in the Embalming Is Our Specialty
evening at 8 o'clock.
Services every Sunday, in the morning in German, in the evening in Eng- Cor. Fifth Street and Railroad Am.
lish. Come and bring your friends.
Congregational and Baptist Services at the Congregational church, on
Broadway, at the end of the Viaduct.
Sunday school at 11 o'clock. Prof.
Hodgln, superintendent. Morning service at 11 o'clock. Topic of sermon,
"A Plea for a Larger Place for the
Church In the Hearts of the People,"
Rev. J. Wi T. McNeil.
Orjrnn Prelude Selections will be
retiederVd bv the choir.
Anthem "The King of Love My
Shepherd Is"
(Shelley)
Globe- - Democrat.
Quartette.
;
Offertory
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
V
'
J
Vocal Solo "Softly Now the Light
Day"
workings
of
(Flint)
of the permanent census bureau
Under the
Mrs. Howard Clark.
the current business growth of the country can be acLarge. Jry Rooms. Prces Ve y Res
curately measured.
An official summary will shortly be Organ Postlude "March" ...(Clark)
Y. P. S. C. E. at 7o'clock. Evening
sonable.
published of the progress of shops and factories in the
8 o'clock. Topic of sermon,
service
at
United States for five years ending with 1905. The ad- "Christian Optimism," Rev. J. W. T.
MRS. OWEN DIN8DAS..E.
vance shown In manufacturing has never been equaled McNeil.
Proprietor
In the world's history. Including Oklahoma as the forty-sixt- h
First
Episcopal
Methodist
Church
state, the value of manufactured products Increased
in the five years from $6,800,000,000 to $8,900,000,000, or Rev. J.M Rollins, D. D., pastor. Sun- Always
Something Doing
day school at 9:45 a. m. A cordial
31 per cent; the capital increased from $5,100,000,000 to
.Morning
invitation
to
extened
all.
$7,300,000,000, or 42 per cent; the cost of materials used worship
AT THE
at 11 a. in., with sermon by
from $4,000,000,000 to $5,200,000,000, or 31 per cent. The the pastor "Wayside
Refreshing."
wages of wage earners Increased 32 per cent, and their Epworth League meets at. 7 o'clock,
number 16 per cent.
Such an exhibit excites wonder as C. IT. Apploton, lender, and tho theme,
to the industrial destiny of the United States, in con- "Surprised People." Evening worship
nection with Its great undeveloped resources, and Its in- at 8 p. m. The pastor will preach.
Strangers are cordially Invited and all
telligent, well-pai- d
multitude of workers.
welcome. The following musical
This vast growth of manufacturing has been most made
numbers will be rendered at the
marked in the western states and the southwest, but the morning service:
south also shows up well.
In Oklahoma, between the Piano and Organ Duett
"Adorayears J90Q and If 06, the number of manufacturing es
tion," from Gaul's "Holy City."..
Miss Pratt and Mr. Patchin.
tablishments grew 109 per cent, the capital lucreased 35S
In Hymn "Glorious Things of Thee
per cent, and the value of products 198 per cent.
Are Spoken"
Indian Territory the Increase was 161 per cent In the
Offctory
"Andante Religioso". . .
number of establishments, 202 per cent In capital and 179
(Ixieschhorin)
per cent In products.
All these figures are proof of the Contralto Solo "Abide With Me"
Importance to the voters of the country of certain eco(l.lddle)
nomic questions that are likely to be prominent in the
Mrs. S. P.. Miller.
campaign of 1908.
They are sure to be among the par Postlude "O Great Are the Depths"
...From Mendelssonhn's "St. Paul"
amount issues whether formally announced as such or
not.
The remarkable expansion has come under a pro Quartette "Thou Wilt Keep Him in
(Woodard)
Perfect Peace"
tective tariff.
It Is a condition, not a theory. Those
At the evening service the subject
who think they can produce something better have plenty
Types or
will be "Three
of audacity.

UP THE SYSTEM.

CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES KiDNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.

children

Benediction
All who

v

one-fift-

oox5cxocx;xxcoxxoxxx5ooo
Industrial Expansion
In Last Five Years

.

'
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A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. S. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE

Calif.

Your friendship and patronage Is appreciated.
Courtesy and attention
guests Is a pleasure to us.
HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.

On Massachusetts

and Upton Sinclair

Globe-Democr-

1

n,

to

LOCATION

New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
feel at home in our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.

DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.

9

9999

OUR COOL PROPOSITION
.
COOL COOKING
COOL WASHING
COOL IRONING

T
BOWLING

CAN BE DONE DURING THE HOT
SUMMER
DAYS
WITH A
GAS
RANGE ONLY. THERE IS A COOL

PROFIT

A

IN

GETTING ONE

NOW.

CONNECTED FREE.

L
L

Col. Telephone,
No. 98.

B

Oh

TO

HOLLENBECK HOTEL
Los Angeles,

E
S

WILL TEST VALUE

FIRST

See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.

New Mexico

w
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ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FAYWOOD,

Grand Central Hotel

resolution
is an especial timeliness in that anti-truadopted by the National league of Republican clubs at
"We are opthe close of its convention in Philadelphia.
posed to all illegal combinations," the resolution reads,
"in restraint of trade, whereby the interests of producers
or consumers are injured, or whereby through monopoly,
the rates and prices of products are controlled at the
expense of the masses.
We wage no war on capital or
corporations as such, but we do ask for equity and justice to all, by all and for all." This pronouncement is in
line with the historic position of the republican party.
In the convention of 1888, which nominated General Harrison the first time, which was a year after the formation
of the sugar trust, the first of the big combines, the republicans announced their hosltllity to "all combinations
of capital, organized in trusts or otherwise, to control
Thos. Lawson, in Everybody's.
arbitrarily the condition of trade among our cltlzeps."
This attitude has been maintained by the party ever tOOOOOOOOOOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXK'aO
since.
What sensuality was to Pompeii, what pride was to
Rome, the Massachusetts legislature is to the Hay state.
The Albuquerque Journal ridicules Ten years have hobbled
El Paso News:
rearward since 1 registered a
the hope that a campaign of education may bring Arl vow to baiter at the foundations of the fraud structure
approve
jointwill
of
rona around to the point where it
of Deacon hill until It toppled.
In my story I have
Its most potent ar shown some of the obstacles
ure with New Mexico as one state.
path of one
beset
that
gument to bolster np its position Is that the Southwest whose koiiI Is the capture, exposure the branding of
ern Copper trust owns not only Arizona btiw also the those who prostitute for gold themselves,and
their trust and
votes of its people.
An assertion of that kind Is cer- their country.
tainly not complimentary to the people of the neighbor
I
have showed how my ten years were at last
No
ing territory, and they will be swift to resent it.
to bear fruit.
At no time in
relgn of the
matter of how much Importance the copper trust may "system" that is, in the past quarter the
of a century
be to Arizona, it does not control the votes of the citi was ihe Massachusetts branch more tightly In the sadzens of Arizona, who are as indepeduent, ami as fearless dle than on the
0th day of November.
For years' the
in their independence, as anv people, on the face of the Massachusetts legislature, neither questioning
nor hesiearth.
tating, has done the bidding of king dollar.
Debauchery
of the ballot box, bribery in city and state offices, the
A recent letter from Kansas City in an Arizona purchase and
sale of verdicts in the courts, and perjury
paper, stated that "it lias developed tlun the late agl everywhere were the proofs of obedience, of the subtatlon was not hurting the demand for meats nearly so jection of the bootblacks to the padrone.
During these
Mod years the lawmakers and law administrators were at all
much as had been expected."
The letter adds:
erate receipts of theep and lambs are mo-tina strong times on the block to the highest bidder.
have told
Packets are not getting you that they were bought and sold as are sausnges and
demand and higher this week.
enough to properly fill their orders, and competition is tl.sh at the market wharves.
I tell you now that they
snappy, sensational sales of Arizona wethers and year are bought a nl sold like putrid sausages and stinking
lings the feature of this week's market.
A big band of fish, in bulk, at fertilizer prices.
103 Arizona thorn grass wethers sold at $'i.25; ycarl ngs
This is the contribution which Mr.
makes to
and lambs from Arizona at $0 40 to $ii.50 this week; the
muck-rak- e
literature
of the day, and it Is
No the strongest thing that has yet been
medium Texas muttons. $C.5ti; Bpring lambs, 17.50.
said about Massaclipped western lambs here this week, but would well chusetts corruption,
around $7.00; Texas goats, $3.25 1o $3.
l.awson closes his July article with a chapter on
He
Upton Sinclair, the young author of "The Jungle."
The amendment to the New Mexico Jury law,
states that Sinclair first sent him the manuscript of the
to the senate from the judiciary committee, last book, ami asked for his endorsement. Influential friends
Tuesday, by Senator Knox, and passed by that body, all over the country sought to dissuade him. says I.aw-soprovides that no person shall be eligible for jury duty
from espousing the cause represented in the book
in New Mvxico who does not, in the opinion of the court, of the daring young novelist, but he would not listen.
understand the English language sufficiently to qualify Instead, he helped to publish it, und he is happy in the
for such service.
thought that "the Jungle" did Its work.
st
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For Warm Weather
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W. T. McCREIGHT,
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EyENlNQ

Automatic,
237.

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power
CORNER 4th AND GOLD

GoT

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING.
3. The
Washington, D. C, June
army and navy officers who have to do
wiih recruiting, have always express
ed much curiosity to know to what
Wholesale tlqno: and
means of publicity may be ascribed
Dealers
&
the procurement of recruits. It has
Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. WTilsXles, Moet A
always been a question whether news
Cbandon White Seal Champagne. St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian od
paper advertising paid better than the
NO. 118 WEST GOLD AVENUE.
Joa. Schllti Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
more
bemi
circus posters which have
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
or less cri! icized, especially in conPrice List. Automatics Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 Souta rirst
gress, as overstating opportunities and
Street. Albuquerque, New Mexica.
advantages of enlistment.
military
Gen. F. C. Ainsworth. the
secretary of the army, has sent out a
circular to recruiting officers calling
tor reports, which will snow now each
applicant happened to present himself
for enlistment.
Lieut. E. E. Harding
of ihe J'ith infantry, who is in charge
(Opposite Elks' Theater.)
of the recruiting offices in Third avenue and Major E. P. Andrews, of
the ;M cavalry, who has charge of the
W. I. SWAIN'S $30,000 TENTED
In Sixth
recruiting stations
and
Per Gallon
PRODUCTION,
Eighth avenues. New York City, will
Special
Price on Large Orders
hereafter ascertain from each recruit
whether he learned of the opportuniDelivered
to any part of the city
ties (if enlistment through a newspaper advertisement, the recruiting cirHistorical Life in
Western
cular, the decorated poster, the Hag of Wild
Reality.
the recruiting station, or whether he
Phone Colo. Red 92.
Just happened to drop in. There is a
ilineieiu-,Sensationalism,
of opinion as to the merits Comedy,
Realism,
of tin' various methods of publicity.
Comedians, Cowhoys, Indtajis and
Most nf the authorities entertain the
OOOOOOOCIOCXDOOCXOCXJOOCOOO
Mexicans.
G.
&
ad-videa however, that the newspaper
i in, m yields the best results, on
SCREEN TIME
the around, (bat acceptable men who AT NIGHT ONLY, RAIN OR SHINE, Solo agents for Casino
Is here. Door and Window
Goods
Canned
NO DISAPPOINTMENT.
'
iir ,.t work read the "wan;" ads
screens made to order.
Jas.
Co.'g Coffees,
&
of :he papers and come across the
n's
Granite
Flour.
PLANING
MILL
ALBUQUERQUE
call fur recruits, although, of course,
Doors open at 7 p. m.
i' is admitted that a certain amount
KYYXXXXXXXDOOOOOCIOOOOOOOO
Show begins at 8 o'clock, sharp.
f Mead wall" advertising must keep
the need for enlisted men before the
STAGE TO JEMFZ SPRINGS
PRICw OP ADMISSION
ti
public, it is probable that the
Groceries.
undersigned is prepared
o
The
REDUCED,
HAS BEEN
acquired as a result of G
make trips io and from the celelratAm? worth" circular will govern the
FOR THIS
Hillsl.oro Creamery Butter Best on ed JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any
war
hereafter in Its tneth
DATE ONLY.
formation desired can be secured
o.ls !'.,r advertising for recruits, and
from Georfte H. Moore, No. 113 WVty'
mi i,i!,' dly this policy of the war
Worlll KJing miles tJ see. He there. Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery. Kaiiroad avenue.
wtl have an influence upon
If laughing hurts you, slay away.
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.
South Second Street.
'!'' iiawil mefhods.
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EAKIN,
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MONDAY

JUNE

NIGHT

2 5 THE BEST IN TOWN
$J.50

JESSE JAMES

LOUDON'S JERSEY FARM

ei

r.

PRATT

CO.

tt--

lk-eki-

lm-ho- d

Staple and Fancy

Infor-n-'"i"l

-

'

SATURDAY.

JUNE 23,

EVEN INT.

ALBUQUEKQUE

1906.

Miss ILylMsm

II. H. SCORSE BOUND

LEADING SPANISH JOURNAL
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FOR EUROPE

COMES OUT FOR STATEHOOD

Leading Lady oi

Argument

tlhe

PAGE FIVE.

ILeiglhutiemi

Berber-Gros-

e

Company, Casino, Theatre.

General Merchant of HolbrooK
La Bandera Americana Does Not Mince Matters Says Northern Arizona Is
For Statehood.
on This Great Question Presents Strong

in Its Favor.

CIUZEN.

DESKS FOR THE BUSY MAN

Stock
The Man

Business

...

WOOL TO ASSOCIATION

v

;

-

v.

llol-tiroo-

apMrtain to American citizens.

)

Americana, as It has
done from the
of the move-imen- t
for the consolidation of the .two
territories as one state, knowing that
It Is the only chance we have of nd-- i
mission granted ua by congress, ac-liberal pro-- j
cets the offer under its
visions and ur.es tne people of New
Mexico to si and by he bill and vote
In its favor, for by so ding we pro- '
mote and nnvance our l st edura-- '
tional and material Interests and discard forever our territorial form of
government, assuming the sovereignty
'of a state upon an equal looting with
the others of the Union; we shall
STATEHOOD
thereby assume
the resprnsibilny
'..irough our vote for those that have
THE PEOPLE OF NEW MEXICO to govern us, and cease to be govSHOULD
VOTE IN FAVOR OF erned by appointees from the general
ADMISSION.
government, be they good, bad or
bo they residents of New
Congress lias passed (hp law and Mexico or not,
it is not the
the president of the United States vital point, but thethat
paint Is. we
as signed It, giving us the alterna- shall be free agents vital
In selecting our
tive to be admitted as a sovereign officials. Hesides, we shall assume
Ktate of the American Union in the the role of electors, not only of our
year 1007. provided that, the two
state officers, but of the chief execuNew Mexico
and Arizona, tive of the Union, the president of
vote in favor of jointure a) one state the United States. We nshall the
under the name of Arizona, at the have two United States senators to
general election to. be held November represent us in the upper house and
, 1M0U.
The proposition will be sim- two members of congress In tne lower
ply this upon which the voter will and poessing
such representation
nave to decide: "Shall New Mexico ..enceforth. our just
demands shall reand Arizona le united as one state, ceive proper and prompt attention,
yes or no." Hut if one of the terri- forever doing away with the anomaly
tories votes yes and the other no, or of a quasi beggar voteless delegate.
if both, say no, then there shall be
In a word. If we stand to be adno state, and we shall remain a ter- mitted by our vote, we shall sunder
ritory the Iyord knows how long. The the chains of territorial slavery and
provisions of the bill are extremely vassalage which have weighed us
liberal, especially as to donations for down far over half a century, or ever
our public school system; the gov- since our acquisition by the American
ernment donates $30,000,000 worth of government, and we shall assume Inpublic lands for public schools and deed and In fact and In tne full sense
for ether slate institutions, and
of the word sovereigney as true Amer
In cash, also for public educitizens, with the full rights and
ican
cation. This, we contend, is not In guarantees and all that said high priv-- I
the nature of a bribe, as some intem- uege signifies.
perate persons have asserted, but
In the event that the territory of
rather, and more so, it is a just debt Arizona through unfovsecn reasons or
paid by tho government to our peo- influences should make the mistake
ple as a reward for their unswerving land reject the opportunity to be ad
loyalty and active services in behalf mitted as a state with her sister terof the country since 1802, and later, ritory of New Mexico, we mus prove
when we .were tried and not found to congress by an overwhelming and
wanting. It is more in the nature of unequivocal vote in favor of admisa reimbursement for the neglect we sion that we are sincere in our dehave suffered at the hai ,'s of the fed- mands to become a slate, and tin ve
eral government since tills territory, been so for 'half a century or more,
which then included Arizona as a ay that our rights and desires may
county, was acquired from Mexico, not suffer in the future.

IN BASE

Our prices are the lowest

Albert Faber
308-31-
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TIM-

A few day ago The
cuicff Citizen announced the arrival here of C.
E. Want land, of Denver; W. F. Shel-toand S. V. Worthy, of Chicago;
i
and Colonel j. S. Van
of
The evening; following- their
arrival, George J. Anderson, a well

BER UNDER INSPECTION
DEPARTURE
INSPECTION
OF
PARTY GIVES RISE TO LIVELY
INTEREST MAY MEAN A NEW
RAILROAD.

Chi-coga-

known irrigation engineer of Denver,
reached the city, and proceeded to
time water, in western Valencia county, to look over a. large tract of land
there for irrigation purpose?, Hfs
trip was entirely satisfactory., and
acting ou his report, a. company ha
tH'en formed and the land will doubt-- '
less le placed on the market, to be
Into small farms, in a very
short time. Mr. Worthy, who is the
advising attorney of the company,
land who has been working on tne
scheme since his arrival here, w ill
leave tonight for Chicago, and it is
possible thai Colonel Van Doren will
also this
return west to Ijos Angel-evening.
d
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FREE

-

Bottle of Williams9 Liquid

Antiseptic Shampoo with a
Bottle
of Maack's Celebrated Hair Tonic.

..

J

first-clas-

The Williams Drug Co.
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COM-

Iren,

Wonderful
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This

One plain drunk made up the total
alove is an excellent likeness
different costumes, all modeled In
sum of po.ice court business this of The
Miss i,yllian Lelghten.
the new Paris, and of the very latest fashion,
Machine Sews a
morning. He was given the regula- leading
Rerger-Groslady with th
which will prove a great treat to the
tion $5 fine.
Stock company, who arrived In the Casino's ady .j' at runs, and the men
In city yesterday,
J. J. Sheridan, who Is assisting
and who will be seen; aa well.
can be seen, Miss
Pair Half -- Soles
getting in operai-othe work of the at the Casino, at TracUon Park, for' heighten isAs a strikingly
handsome
company
Elmendorf,
So
at
hocorro
the first time next Thursday evening,
an actress of great merit, and
corro county, is in the city to spend June 28. In the title role of "Camille. ' woman,
in
part like "Camtl.e," will be seen
in Two Minutes,
1 wenty-elgh- t
Sunday.
men, me- In .tills piece, Miss Leichten. who at aher best.
She will bo with the
chanics and laborers, are now em- brought with her seven trm.T.s of 15.
company the reployed
huiiuing houses and doing wardrobe, will wear over $3,o ) wort h mainder of theStock
for which We
season.
other work at Elmendorf. The
K
company is preparing to reclaim
3
a
:aZ .''1 - t.
JJ
a large area of arid land in the Ilio
Charge Only
STILL
CONSIf
ERING
WOOL
valley
Grande
BUYERS AND
between San Antonio
and San .Varcial.
HIGHLAND CAR LINE
GROWERS RETURN
M. O. ("hadbourne, superintendent
of construction .or t lie Albuquerque
last
traction company.
returned
The matter f a street car line into FROM
MAGDALEN A NO
BUSI
night from Santa Fe, where he went Ihe Hlgnlands Is still under content-- j
NESS
WAS
DONE, AS GROWERS
a lew days ago to arrange for the plation by ihe original promoters,
REFUSED ALL OFFERS MADE.
s.iipping from M.;riarty to Alburpier-qu- headed ny Colonel D. K. H. Sellers,'
of 11. tons of steel rails, which who has just received a letter from f LUNA SHIPS WOOL HERE.
are to oe used in the lumber mills ex Colonel H. A. Jastro, of the Traction
Issue of
stated In yesterday'
tension of the street railway. The company, inquiring as to grades, TiAs r,,nir..
I I
rails nave' oeen purchased by the block by block, on Cold avenue, from fro
"i'1"'
X
"V
'
growers
"
Traction company from tne Albuquer- Kdith street 1, the university
gathered at that place
que Eastern Railway -- company, and
Colonel Sellers
submitted Colonrf and",r
f
were rails the company had bought to Jastro a proposition, as published in
f.
!Z"08
'
use lor s.nings on the new road. The The Evening Citizen ome time ao. f " ,M ,''?Ka
',
ou rUs a,mI as a
t
rails weigh
pounds to the to give him a bonus of $10.
a id
iOW
1rH'atc
WPre
yard. They will be shipped on next free grading ou Gold avenue, provided JT" L . In,y a
Monday, and will reach Albuquerque he would build and opttate a High-- .
"
,' '
who were there
tne middle cf next week.
'. l''ers
lands line. As yeu Colonel Jastro
".ajority of whom were
Thomas Hughes, Jr., who learned has made n definite answer to this
m chi"'
Ihe printing business In The Evening proposition, but that he Is still inter- C'ladw1' 218 S. Second
Opposite Postoffice'
Citizen office, aim since his return ested in the matter is made manifest!"".111: rwere Ch",e'
nCom,'any' Ge"rKe Amot. C.
from a jaunt through the Pacific by his letter to Colonel Sellers, rela-1Ma
ney',
coast state, held a liosition in tne live to Cold avenue grades.
V.
Klsemann
.McDonald.
composing room of this office, yester
Tne principal wool growers who
A 25-ce- nt
day resigned his josition and left last
at
,mir
ad
were
LAWYERS
Masdalena,
UP
TO
OUR
cll'a
night for Pueblo, Colo., where Mrs.
75-ce- nt
H"n- Solumun
B1' Hm- frank
Hughes had gone several weeks
A.
Mr. Luna yesterday
TO
Hubbell.
ANSWERED!
and which city will be their
jsiarted some 1.5H0 bags of wool to
..ome in tne future. Tommy is a re
,h'' Wo' s'oullnK "lilis In this city,
liable printer, always ready and will- To The lcimu Citizen-"- '
where he will have the wo.l scoured, Cooling and Invigorating to
ing to help .out In u pinch, has not
the scalp. Prevents the hair falling out. ReM ., June IM.- -ls
there ,nd lt wl be held for higher prices,
Thornton.
moves and prevents dandruff. Imparts a delightful odor
..,
contracted eitaer the drink nor clg any law. since the purl's decision, to
' said a pmmlnent
eonvlnced,
to the hair. Your money back if not satisfactory.
arette habits, and t..e torce of this prevent tne 1 ueblo Indians from vol- - wool bllyer ln oonversatlon with an
office hope he wilt soon land in a good Ing at the election, or from attend-- 1 evening
representative
Citizen
this
H).sition.
His piace in this office has ing constitutional conventions or from afternoon,
"that th., prices now
been tilled uv O. R. Shade, who ar
up candidates for the vari- - ft.re(1 are a))0llt
a8 hlgu ll8 tney wl1
rived last night, aim he conies Highly ous oliiceg
st.( ln8 VPar an(1 deslte t1)e fact that
llnotpye
recommended as a
Can congress pass any act to pie-l,h- o
at Magdalena yesterday
Krowel-oik! rat or.
vent the assessment and collection of w,,, v,,rv lllllrh .Usamw.tnt
t th
THE BLUE FRONT.
taxes prescribed by territorial law ,,,,,
, am gu,.e ,hal tney wllj
Both Telephones.
117 West Railroad Avenue
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
and officials?
m
uiiao,e to obtain very much of a
Yours truly,
higher offer than was made yester
S. if. U.
FOR A FOURTH OF JULY 8..
day.
Spelter.
'liio growers, however take a difSt. lxniis, Mo., June 23. Spelter,
The White Lily cigar will surely meel
ferent view of the matter, and one
MNEkAL)
at v..
prominent grower tais afternoon hintwith the apnrcval of all good Judges.
ed at tne possibility of a combine
Copper and Lead.
1 ry one, a oozen or a oox, ana tnere-u- y
The funeral services over the
among the buyers In this district ito
Ni w York, June 1!3. Copper
and mains
deed are your ireedom and IndeDouglass,
of Wallace
of keep prices down. In order to
icad. steady and unchanged.
the oblest sutlers in the Kb, Grande lne Rroweril to take ,,ventually force
pendence
from all others, for you. Ill
what
valley, who died at his residence ou WB ifrerei
Provisions.
be satisfied that its equal doc not
Chicago. June 23. Fo lowing were North Fourth street, yesterday after
Hon. Frank Hubbell returned to the
exist, and you will get from it a bet'
noon, of a complication of diseases, city, out
closing prices:
Luna will remain at Mag
ter, sweeter and more enjoyab).
superinduced by advanced age, he be- oalena for a couple
Wheat July, S7si,c; Sept., 84i,c.
days.
of
ing 81 years old at ihe time of his
(Xirn July,
smoke than you ever had before.
Sept., 51c.
Yesterday at Magdalena, Mr. Mau-ge- r
death, look place this afternoon at
Oats July, o.,c; Sept., 35'StC.
purchased the Manuel Pino and
InPork July, Jlii.Si; Sept., J16.52'i-Lar- 2:30 o'clock, liom Strong' chapel,
Jose Ignacio Aragon wool, amounting
terment In Fairview cemetery. De- - to about tiO.000 pounds; price, prl
July, $X.79i; Sept., $8.80'.
July, f9.122; hept., 9.07 i. ceased came here some twenty-fly- e
Itiu
vate.
,,as 'his .h.wlquar- The ',
veai-4!i. trnnl his fnrnipr hutitA
113", WEST RAILROAD AVINUa
in this city.
represents
H
lets
e
I'tuiiBvlvania, uud for the past twenty-thre- wool house of Manger & Avery, thet
Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago,
Reyears has conducted a ranch rjos'on, Mass.
June :'3. Cattle
ceipts. lriiHt; market steady; beeves, three miles south of Albuquerque, one
Mr. McDonald represented the firm
i.9Utiti; cowg and heifers, $1.3D4; ot the finest improved ranches in the of .lold. Root & Cj., of Hartford,
i
s,
stockers and
$2.751 4 ho; valley. As far as known, the old Conn.; Mr. Mcllhenny the Arm of
calves, $;iit).2.j.
gentleman had no relatives In this Shillard, Smith & Co.. Philadelphia.;
Sheej itecclpts, 3,)iu; market is part of the country at all, as he has
,
'
steady;
$3.r' fl ..25; yearlings, lived Uone on his ranch since firt r
,,
ra, 'Garcia the
,llis
settling in the valley, until some year
Itifi tt.tiii; lambs, $5.7ofi 7.05.
...,
,,
,,lHll!,
The telephone preserves your
The telephone
makes the
or more ago, v. hen falling health Kisemann was present as the repre
Closing Stock Quotations.
caused him to remove to this city. sentative of Kisemann Hros.,
health,
prolongs your life and
tighter,
cares
duties
lets,
Musthe
New York, June 23. Following were A large number of friends and aclim.
cooing prices:
protects your home.
quaintances of tin; olj gentleman, who
and the worries fewer.
88", was well liked by all who knew him,
Atchison, common
TAKING-FR- EE
YOURS
FOR
THE
102 ai attended 'he funeral.
Atchison, preferred
LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
IN
YOUR
HOME
New York Central
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
rjer-Gros-

x

BIG IRRIGATION

N. M.

e

Despite the fact that he is "0
years of age, and has served as for
mer delegate to congress from New
Mexico, Colonel Francisco Perea, the
father o. twenty-sichiuren. and the
grandfather of over 100 grandchildren,
will
thinks that he
nver be too old
to learn, and as a result of wnich he
has enrolled himself as a student at
the Bernalillo county teachers' institute, now in session at the school
house 1n Old Albuquerque, as Stated
in yesterday Issue of The Evening
Citizen.
Despite Ills advanced age, Colonel
Perea is taking a great and active
interest in the work of the institute,
and, naturally, is one of the most
prominent pupils in attendance. Two
other new teachers were enrolled at
the institute yesterday, namely. Miss
Erna Fergusson and Aliss Alinda
St ut rude, both of this city.
Colonel Perea is here from his
ome at the Jemez 'hot springs, where
he was postmaster under President
Cleveland's administration.
The total number enrolled lias
reached, twenty, and next week it is
expected that several
additional
teachers will enroll.

ie

Albuquerque,

Sewing Machine

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS

OPPORTUNITY THINKS HON. FRANCISCO PEREA,
WHO IS 76 YEARS OF AGE, IS
GOING TO SCHOOL
TEACH ERS'
INSTITUTE SUCCESSFUL.

shoat-the-chute- s

Railroad Ave.,

The Champion Sole

.r

tight for it. I believe that the state-od bill should have been so rramed
that the northern portion of Arizona
could join in statehood with New
Mexico If we should vote in favor of
it, and that, the southern
portion
should be allowed to remain a terri
tory as Kmg as the people residing
there nre a mind to do so.
one of the foremost
Mr. Scorse-lcitizens of Arizona.

FOR A GAME WITH THE FORT.
APACHE TEAM LOCALS
MAY:
GO TO EL PASO ON JULY 4.

The fans draw a blank tomorrow,
and the iprotipects are that they will
continue to do so for some time to
come. The Traction Park, diamond Is
torn up for the
performance to .take place at the park
on July 4, and the paraphernalia to
exhibition v.il. remain
le used in
intact until the 10th of the month, as
It is the intention of the park management to give a shoot-- t
on as late a .date as the
in. In the meantime, games are le-inrisked for at outside towns, where
teams are to be found. Correspondence ie going on between the Iocai
management and the management of
the Internationals at El Paso for
games to be played at the Pass City
on July 3 and 4, and today It looks as
though an agreement would be reached. Other than the possibility
of
these games, the Brown's calendar is
a blank. There was an opportunity
where the Hrowns could .have secured
games on the local grounds with a
erack team from Fort Apache, Ariz.,
either on July - and 4 or on the 8th
and 9th. A letter asking for games
on these dates was received toy Jake
Ievy, of the Sturges European club
rooms. It was written by an acquaintance oi Mr. Ijevys, who is an
officer at Fort Apache, and says that
the Apache team, wnich is a fast one
for a ssldler aggregation, Is about to
start on s trip of several weeks duration, during which they will play
games at Wlnslow, Gallup, Fort Win-gatand here, if satisfactory arrangements can be made wnth the Albu-- ,
querque team. However, the .possibility oi taeir coming here is knocked in ihe head on account of Albuquerque having only one ball ground.
It would be a go.d advertisement, for
the territorial fair to have had the
soldiers here, and wonld have also
lurnished Albuquerqueans an opr-tunittroops
to snow the Fort Apao-nwhat the New Mexico metropolis can
do in the wav of entertainment.

0

A

Scorse,

fifty-eigh-

BROWNS.

4

e.

a large
vote for stateiuxid. but there is danger that we will be handicapped by
the .mine votes of the southern part.
However, we are going to make a

GAIN KNOWLEDGE

BALL

trip to Europe.

wool.
.Mr.
"Oil. yes." continued
northern Arizona will cast

NEVER TOO OLD TO

;

a

"Northern Arizona has bad a very
prosperous yiar." sail Mrj Scorse,
lliis morning. "This Is the grandest
year I have ever seen for our business, the sheep interests, and 1 have
seen a good many of them. My clip
this year amounted to 80,000 pounds.
which 1 have consigned to the Wixil
Growers' association of Boston, for
market. A large number of Arizona
sheep men have followed the same
tactics this year in marketing their

1

SOMETHING DOING

on

leave

Mr. Scorse left ihe old country at the
aire of in, and has n t been back
since. He is now o4 years old.

m Handera

a

Roll To
Decks, Flat and Standing
Desks, office Chalra, Book
Cases, Typewriter
Stand
and Tables.
We guarantee our line to
ropresent the best workmanship and highest clase of
cabinet work. The desk you
buy of us will not fall to
pieces In a short time, thus
causing you much annegr-anc-

;

11
II. Scorse, general merchant at
his country being the.i solemnly
Ia Handera Americana, hie a great thound
HoibriKik. and one of the large sheep
by the treaty of (Jjadiilupe
other Spanish Jnirnals of the
to receive and admit us with raisers of Arizona, arrived from
territory fir ypars has advocated
last night and this evening
statehood for New Mexico within lis !the full rights and privihges whicii
'

Library

just received
large shipment of

many

but ever since
natural boundaries,
congress and the national leaders
that none of
announced
have
territories could be admitted
the
singly, for over a year or more,
la Handera, desiring the boon of sovereignty .or the people of New Mexico at some time, has oeen out for
Jointure rf the two territories of New
Mexico and Arizona as one state, and
now that the bill has passed congress
with such liberal provisions for the
new slate, if the people of the two
territories accept tne offer, has this
1o Riiy as a starter for the campaign:

or the Home
We have

"

CONSIGNS

of

A.

J.

RICHARDS

Convenience - Comfort - Security

sm-ep-

,.,,.,..

luinsylvania

l.io

WANTED.

Southern 1'acinV
I'nion 1'icinc, c ninma
L'nion Paiifir, preferred
Amalgamated Copier
I . S.
Steel, common
I'. S. Steel, )ireferred

EPHANT.

We do it right.
ROUGH DRY.
For Zoological Parks.
l
laundry Co.
Live antelope, beaver, otter, wild
94
turkeys, blue loco, and mountain top1110
knot partridges, fox and black squirK'3'2 rels, blue cranes, wild swan?1, geese
and ducks; and all sorts of wild aniDealer In
mals and bin1. Write and tell me ALL KINDS OF MEN'S. WOMEN'S
Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City, .lo., une 23. Ca'tle what you can get. Dr. Cecil French,
AND CHILDREN'S SHOES.
Kecelpts. pin; marke. unchanged; Naturalist, Washington. I). C.
native steers, $4 fr 5 7";
southern
First Clats Repairing a Specialty. All
steers, $3j 4.7.1; southern cows, 2ffi TONIGHT! TONIGHTI TON IGHTI
Work Guaranteed.
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
.'.."( ; na ive cAvs and heifers. $2.2.1f(
No. 103 North First Street.
5. 10; stockers
and feeders. $L'75'!f ELEPHANT.
.5'i'(i4; calves, $2.,1i4l
4.40; bulls.
); western fed
steers. $3.50 j. 30;
wt iern fed cows. $2.5" i I 25.
i
Sheep Receipts, 2'io; market
s'ri.ug; ni'i'tons. $5f(ij.4i; Iambs. $ij
range
$5.40f O.,1o;
fi7.7.':

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

t

mix-ria-

P. MATTEUCCI

The St. Elmo

;

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Finest Whiskies
Engineer J. R. Farwell headed a
party composed of H. C. Jones, of
(Homestead Entry No. 5956.)
Kansas City and Harry 1. Owen, whoj
Wines, Brandies. Etc. 2
left last night for the northeastern' Department of the Interior, Iud OfJOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
part of Sandoval e.tinty, where theyj fice at Santa Fe, N. M., May 12,
go to inspect the timber of the Felipe: liluG.
SAMPLE A NO 0
Chaves land grant. Although every! Notice Is hereby given that tb folAvenue
West
Railroad
0
CLUB
ROOMS
member, of the party refused to makel lowing named settler has filed noany sta'en'.eiit as to why tho timber! tice of bis intention to make final
was leing inspect d, it is believed thej pro f In support of his claim, and
purpose is for ascertaining ihe value that said proof will be made before
clerk at Albuquerque,
and extent of the timber with a view, the probate
to building a railroad to it. It was New Mexico, on July 5, 1906, viz.:
ago
that
the
time
John M. Gunn. of
niniored some
Valencia fe, ews. I.iIm;.
American Lumber company bad ptir county, N. M., for the north half of
Hot weather is here too warm to wash and Iron. Send your
X
chased a large tract of timber in the northeast quarter of section 26,
TOO LATE TO CLARIFY
Waists and White Dresses to us. We will laundry them corShirt
officials
unty.
..ut
c
township 7 north, range 6 west.
wihtern Sandoval
rectly and will deliver them to you in a nice box they will not be
;ne
report
in
denied
of the company
He names the following witnesses V.."I'i:i
Energetic,
rust w(jt liy
crushed or wrinkled. Iioraestic or gloss finish.
Light rig leaves city for the springs FINELY FURNISHED COTTAGES.
toto. However, the pilgrimage of the! to prove his continuous residence
man to work in New 'Mexico, repbe
Back of Postoffice.
is
night
luat
party which left here
cultivation of said land,
ill .on and
resenting large manufacturing com. very Monday and Wednesday
Of from two to five rooms, to rent
Call the Red Wagons.
lieved t have more or less sign!ll- viz.:
pany. Salary $40 to I'jo per month,
""keeping
to
for
visitors
Four-horsstage leaves city every
Auto., 319; Colo., Red 148.
i ance attaclud to it
Kenneth C. C. Gunn, E. B. Millett,
at the Springs,
expenses advanced. rrlday-thro- ugh
paid vuekly;
in one day.
Only
(Korge H. Pradt and John 8. Pradt,
j. B. BLOCK, Prop,
Address, with stamp, J. 11. .M'Xjre,
New Mexico.
line with change of stock en route.
bowling team, to all of
Jemez Hot Springs, New Mexico.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Wanted, a
MANUEL 11. OTERO,
beat the Affidavits, at the West Bowl-InRegister
'fry a Cittet-- Watt ad.
W. L
&
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE EVENING CITIZEN AND GET THE NEWS
Alleys.

12

JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE

--

x

TO THE LADIES:

1

Imperial Laundry Co.

-

.

g

Trimble

Co., Agents, Albuquerque.

f
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and Preven-

Cmase

tion of Consumption7

CITJZfcK.

SATURDAY,

JUNE 23, 1906.

o
ooo
BILLY" SUNDAY LOVES OLD GAME
AT CASINO THEATER

REV.

I

EVENING

Vrilten Esptcully for The Evening CilUen.

OLD STAR BASE BALL PLAYER WHO
MAKES GOSPEL BASE HITS

Famout Fielder of Anton's Old White
Stockings, Who It Now a Great
Py special arrangements with a sumption continues to claim Its InFielder of Soult, Writes About the
jTominont tuberculosis expert of this creasing numler of victims with each
Old Day and of the Continued
year.
succeeding
The Evening Citizen will publish
Honetty of Bate Ball Sorry About
In t hi Mtate of Illinois In (he year
One of tin- few top notch evan(l merles of articles, one each Salnr-Ha- , Hint, the deaths from consumption exSunday Gam?t.
gelists in the I'nlted States today Is
dealing with tiiat malady which ceeded those of iMo by over 20(i,
the Rev. Win. A. Sunday, who was
If fast becoming, the national disease, while the deaths from typhoid fever
Byi Rev. Wm. A. Sunday.
g
Billy Sunday,
once the
consumption, or the "Groat White decreased about 300. Over five times Special tWrespondence
as many persons die from consumption
rinsue."
My love for the great national game star fielder of Anson's famous White
Those articles, written ns tlicy are, as die from typhoid fever, and the dis- of base ball has not diminished In the Stockings, of the day of Pfeffor,
ty one who has made this specific parity is annually Increasing.
least, although years have rolled by Burns, Williamson and Flint.
tjuoting from a circular Issued by since I pulled oti niy uniform
malady a life study, will treat of the
and quit
Sunday was on a spree in Chicago
disease trom its inception to its nwst the Illinois State Board of Health "chewing the rag" at the umpire.
advanced, stage, and were secured and "consumption was the "cause of beA feeling of sadness comes over me years ago when he wasn't anymore
rill be published, in the hope that by tween 7.000 and 8,000 deaths In Illi- when I sit and watch a game, because
ball player. He beard a
their ptrusal some unfortunate being nois during the past year, nearly 1 miss the old faces, the faces of
Mike
tuny be saved, and if only one, out of twice as many deaths as were caused Kelley, Buck Ewlng, Frank Flint, Jim street preacher talk Jesus Christ, and
there and then Billy Sunday gave up
renders, profit by typhoid fever, dyptherla,
TTbe Citizen's many
scarlet McCormick,
ltunlnp,
Dan
thereby to the extent of successfully (ever, bronchitis (all forms), influen Brouthers, Capt.Fred
drink, gave up bad company and gave
Anson
of
hosts
and
combating 'be dreaded dlswaae, then za, whooping-cough- t
and measles com others.
up bull playing and became a res
bined. ihe death rate from consume
the physician wh writes these
I regard base ball
as the most vivalist himself.
;
publishes
pap.-greater
which
tt;n
nearly
was
the
times
six
and
manly, honest, upright game
the
It Is nothing now for the Rev. Sunthem, will ffd fully repaid for their than from any other dangerously com- United States, absolutely free in from
faith, to sway
expense.
an,!
(contagious
municable
and infectious) dishonesty or trickery clean as a day, of the Presbyterian
trouHe
an audience of 5,0iKJ with gospel
AltTK I.!; 1.
diseases."
hound's tooth.
truths straight from the bat. And
tonsuinptlon kills nun and women
Statistics on Consumption.
Every game is won or lust 011 its his home runs often consist of 500
to do, my in their prime. It victims nre mlstly of merits.
"What are yon uo:r.
conversions In a week.
liro'her mine, lor tin- - higher side of the active working nge. 1 hey die durluck and skill combine to win
But he hasn't forgotten the great
are ing the period of their greatest help to theBoth
Ihuman life? What
game. One time when I was with American
game as the accompanying
you going to make of your strength, the country. The report below tells Pittsburg we were playing the famous
story shows.
your influence, your money, your self, the story:
Detroit
team.
We
eight to
Consumption Is the cause of one nothing in the last had them
to make a cleaner, higher, happier,
of the ninth
larger, nobler l!f possible for some death out of every four deaths which inning and Charley halt
Bennett was at ball where they could not soak It, and about base ball, and that they had to
of your fellow un?" Henry Van take 1'lace between the ages of 20 bat. He bad three balls and two maybe that bunch could not bat.
'drag the big leagues down to the
Pyke.
and 50 : In Illinois, during the years strikes. He hit the next ball for a
Brouthers, Thompson, .Richardson, Sabbath-breakin- g
That has
also known or 1902-3- , the total deaths between the two bagger
Consumption, a
eight
followed and did Rowe, White, Dunlap. Hanlon there alienated many who were defender of
and
as tuberculosis, pulmonary tulercu-l'.U- . ag8 of . and 30 numbered 11.206, the same thing.
They beat us nine to was only one pitcher thev feared. He the game.
phthesis, tubercular-consumptioot which 3,0;i8, or uo.32 per cent were
was John Clarkson. I guess poor John
My hope and wish is that the g.inie
and due to consumption; from 30 to .j eight.
consumption
. (pulmonary
Now. some would say that was sold has three balls and two strikes called may always be kept as free from gam-- i
were out.
consumption of the lungs Is a wide- years of age the total dea-thNet a word of trutn In such a on him.
bllng and dishonest as it has been
11.658. of which 3, 026 or 23.95 per charge. Wle simply
spread and deadly disease.
couldn't get the
There Is only one thing I regret and that Chicago may win the flag.
Consumption has been aptly termed cent were due to consumption. The
the "great white plague,'' and of all total number of deaths for the two
disease common to man Is today the years between the ages of 20 and 50
most prevalent and the most malig- were 34,138. Of this number 8.953
nant. As has been correctly stated, died from consumption. The percenother diseases have, perhaps, caused tage of deaths due to consumption
more dismay, more 'panic and, occas- during this age period was 26.22, or
ionally, for short periods, more wide- over one In every four.
Special correspondence.
The death rate from consumption
spread destruction, Imt consumption
Washington, D. C, June 21. An
(has teen the most constant and pesti- In Illinois is not greater, however,
chance for the homeseeker Is
lential of them all. the greatest than in many others states. Fully1 other
of all mankind die of this presented In the opening of the crow
scourge of mankinds
The. death rate from tuberculosis is disease, 'it is estimated that 1,000,-00- and Shoshone Indian reservations to
lives are lost by this disease an- settlement.
strikingly shown by comparison with
The Shoshone or Wind river resernually throughout Europe and that
the .mortality from typhoid fever,
vation is In Wyoming, and contains
a dangerously communicable dis- 150,000 persons die each year In the about
homesteads of 160 acres
ease tnat has caused many wide- United States of some form of con- each; 65,000
while the Crow lands are In
spread epidemics at different times In sumption.
Naturally consumption is more pre- Montana and will accommodate alxtut
the past.
The following comparison, in the valent In certain climates and among the same number.
The lands can be taken up by bona
state of Illinois, for the year 1904, certain races, but It spares no nation,
settlers, who will be obliged to
presents very vividly the difference no age, no occupation, no class of fide
pay $4 per acre for some of the lands
people.
in deaths from these two diseases:
(Consumption
However, consumption Is a pre- and $1.50 per acre for others, in par
Typhoid fever
ventable disease, and It is a curable tial payments, as stipulated by the
The choice of
Interior department.
While other diseases 'have yielded disease,
will be determined by a lottery-Mos- t
1,the pragress of science and the (Continued in next Saturday's issue of lands of
the lands are adaped to irThe Citizen.)
ater knowledge of sanitation, con
rigation.
The first thing for a prospective
settler to do is to get registered. The
registration for the Crow tract began
Thursday, June 14, and wiH continue
until the evening of June 28. Registration offices are apen at Miles city
and Billings. Montana, and at Sherman, Wyoming.
The printers of The Evening Citi-- ,
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
l egist ration
Shoshone reservation
zen and Morning Journal staffs wnli
will be from July 16 until July 31.
itueet on the West bowling alleys this
I
National League.
Here are
conditions for an apafternoon at 6 o'clock to determine
At New York
R. H. E. plicant: ' the
the newspaper bowling championship! Philadelphia.
l 4 1 He must apply In person.
? the
Iterrltory. It was at first New York
4
3 1
MAP OE WYOMING AND MONTAN A SHOWING LOCATIONS OF THE
by atOld soldiers may register
thougnt that the bowling would take Batteries
Sparks, Duggleby and torney.
TWO RESER VAT IONS
place as soon as the Saturday even- Dooin; Taylor and Bowerman.
Applicants when registered may go Crow drawing will appear July 16 at
ing checks were cashed, on the"Para-cise- "
Shoshone drawers will appear at
At Pittsburg
K. H.E. on
the reservation to look at the land. Billings to apply for entry. The
alley, and The Citizen printers, Pittsburg
the land office at Lander, Wyo., Aug.
2 6 0
will bo required to present 1". and go through the same process.
Shoshone drawing at lender, Wyo.,
in replying to the Journal (Printers' St. Louis
f,
1
1
Aug. 4. Crow drawing nt Billings, proofs. One dollar an acre will be
challenge, so stipulated, stating that
The cost of the Shoshone lands is
Batteries
Liefleld
mid
Peltz;
required at the time of entry, and the $1.50 per acre, of which 50e is paid at
Mont., July 2.
"cans" instead of balls were to be Brown and Raub.
drawing each applicant other three dollars In four equal an- - the time of entry and 25c an acre
After
used, and that If after three "1kw1s"
At Boston
R. II. E. will be the
"by each printer, lie was still able to Boston
notified of bis number, and nual installments, the first install- each year afterward.
y 14
3
the day when he must make his entry. ment to be paid nt the end of the
4eep his feet, he should be declared Brooklyn
Actual settlement of these latfds is
1
2
7
Those having from 1 to 125 in the second year.
t arred from further participation in
necessary.
Batteries
Pgelffer
O'Neil;
and
tr-game of bowling. However, the Strickbtt, Mason and Bergen.
plans were laid aside for
American League.
they ever return to Little Rock they
'Ue time being, and the match will
JAMES, THE
At St. Louis
11. H. IC. JESSE
GW.BLERS ARE
will be greeted to a big crowd."
place en the West alleys this St. Ixmls
2 7 4
evening, with the regulation balls Cleveland
THRILLING STORY
FORCED TO CLOSE
12 14 0
ami pins.
Proposals for Wood and Hay. AlBatteries Smith and Rickey; ltern- buquerque,
New
Mexico,
June 23.
nard, Hess and Clarke.
IN ALBUQUERQUE, UNDER TENT, l!)t)6.
PATRONIZE THEM
Sealed proposals, plainly mark- THOSE WHO
The Very Best Remedy for Bowel
At Washington
R. H.E.
MUST
TESTIFY AND STATEEVENING,
MONDAY
25.
JUNE
ed on the outside of the envelope,
Trouble.
Washington
U
0
2
MENTS MADE PUBLIC.
"Proposals for Wood or Hay,' 11s the
Mr. M. F. liorroufe'ns, an old and New York
1
7
2
The Little Rock, Arkansas, Daily case may be, and addressed to the
well known resident of Bluffton, Ind.,
Batteries
Patten and Hey don;
Lists of persons who are seen
Democrat aas this to say about the undersigned at Albuquerque, New
says: "I regard Chamberlain's Colic, Orth and Klelnow.
"ambling in the resorts where games
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy as the
At Chicago
R. H. E. V. I. Swain Jesse James show that Mexico, will be received 'at the In- may be in opration in El
Paso are
dian echooi until 2 o'clock p. in. of
very best remedy for bowel trouble. Chicago
5 8 2 is to appear here iuondoy, June 25:
I make this statement after having Detroit
"The citizens of Little Rock were Juiy i.i. 1:1116, f:r furnishing and de- being taken by detectives for use by
0 6 3
Citizens' league in its fight
used the remedy In my family for sevBatteries White and Sullivan; Sil- royally entertained wltn a new form livering at the school as required the
during the fiscal year ending June against gambling. All persons seeu
of amusement last night.
eral years. I am never without It." ver and Payne.
"The w. I. Swain Jesse James 3n, IH07, about 75 cords of wood and bucking any of these games are being
This remedy Is almost sure to be
At Philadelphia
R. H. E
three hours 70 tons of hay, as per specifications examined by the counsel for the
needed before the summer Is over, i Boston
a 13 1 company, presented .
Is safe to say obtainable at the sciiool. Bidders w.-- . league and by the county attorney,
Why not buy It now, and be prepared Philadelphia
1 show last night and
4 13
their names and statements as to
for such an emergency? For sale by
Batteries Winter and Armbruster; ...at never in the history of Little state the price of the wood and 'hay and
gambling will be published.
be
to
tooffered
many
people
contract.
so
gather
under
did
k
The
all druggists.
lo
Coakley.
Waddell,
Dygert
and
This Is the new tack taken by the
o
gether to see a show except to the supplies so offered will be sunject to
Schreck.
rigid inspection. The right Is reserved league In the fight against gambling.
COLONEL DE MIER
biggest of big circuses.
INJURED IN EL PASO.
"The entertainment was of the to Tcject any and all bids and any For the future those persons who
Western League.
Colonel John R. Do Mier returned
western
character, portraying the part of any bid if deemed for the best buck the tiger and participate In the
Des
R. H.E.
to Alamogordo from El Pnso. While IK8At MoinesMoines
during their famous ca- Interests of the service. Kaoh bid games will get as much publicity as
boys
James
4
7 0
in El Paso the other day, and on a Denver
covering
reer
the time irom the war must be accompanied by a certified the proprietors of the resorts them3 10 2
y
Washington Park car, a cash register
4
to the death of Jesse. The show check or draft on some united States selves,
Batteries
McKay
and
Towne;
Already
Jell on' him, squarely on top of his Adams
lists
names
of
have
been
depository
or
was
of
solvent
national
bank
and
much
different
a
morai,
end jalusky.
ticad, cutting a gash In his 6calp,
vicinity of the residence of obtained by the league and some exAt Lincoln
R. H.E. character than one is led to believe in the
twid completely knocking tlm sense-Ion- s
Instead of the lddder, made payable to the or- aminations have been made. Under
Lincoln
1 before seeing the show.
10
21
for some time. Colonel Do Mier
of the Commissioner of Indian the law, in a case of this kind. If those
4 8 1 all shooting, and dime novel play, it der
states that when first Btruck, he Pueblo
are examined swear falsely, they
Batteries Morris and Zinran; Mar-nso- teaches a grand lesson, showing the Affairs, for at least 5 per cent of the who
thought an explosion of a tomb or
hardships and deprivation? of an out- amount of the iproposal, which check can bo prosecuted for perjury, and this
Messitt.
and
ipowder
had occurred, and
slant
man or draft shall be forfeited to the Unit- step will be taken In every instance
At Omaha
R. H. E. law, and the sufferings ef a
thought his car had leen blown to Omaha
ed Stales in case any bidder receiv- where such a state of facts is shown
becoming an outcast.
after
t 10
1
atoms. Friends helped him off the
"Perhaps the happiest character in ing an award shall fall to execute to exist.
Sioux
City
. 2
2
9
car nd attended to his wound, until
Bail urles iMdge and Bender; Jack-so- the production Is Lige, the old negro, promptly a satisfactory contract in
ELECTRICAL WORK.
fie could be carried to diis hotel and
who follows "Marse Jesse" through accordance with his bid, otherwise,
and Hess.
Estimates on all kinds of wiring and
physician summoned. He suffered
r
thick and thin. However the Bleep- to be returned to bidder. For
electrical
cheerfully
installations
considerable loss of blood, and from
information, apply 10 the Super- given
ing Indian caused Llge no little conAmerican Association.
and work guaranteed. V" carry
the hard blow was a dazed and sick At Kansas
intendent
of
S.
U.
dispatchschool,
Indian
in
cern
until
he
succeeded
City
In stock a full line of electric and
man for some time. While about
New iiexlco.
3 ing Mr. Ir.jun to his happy hunting
combination fixtures, and all supplies.
and around his home at Alamogordo, Kansas City
ground
ever
trusty
o
razor.
with
the
a
Fans for the hot days, desk and ceiltie Is feeble yet and suffers with St. Paul
"The tent, which is a huge one,
lean's Itegulets cure constiuation, ing. Call
At Milwaukee-Milwau- kee
and see us when In darkheadache all the time, which we trust
was
to
caiwcity,
its
utmost
tested
without
grilling,
nausea, nor any ness and be
c
"will soon be overcome and that he
Southwestmany
weakening
away.
being
turned
The Swain
Minneapolis
effect. Ask your druggist ern Electric and Construction
3
will aoon be himself again.
company give a go:d show and if for them. '1 wenly-fivAt Louisville
cents per box.
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Intermingled with Clever Specialties
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PRICES OF ADMISSION

15 and 25 cents

-

o

o

CQSWIIMG, JUL Y 4
The Great Carver, Champion Shot of the World.
Evil Spirit of the Plains, with His Diving Horse
Combination. World's Greatest Sensational Show

,

2,000,000

MORE ACRES OF INDIAN LANDS FOR HOMES

one-seven-

0

OWLSNG

.r

u

Don't fail to see Dr. W. F. Carver;
The Flying Automobile the most
his marvelous exhibition with shot daring and awful feat of frenzied fury
gun and rifle.
the world has ever known.
His Five Famous Diving Horses
The Doctor offers $100 to any lady
never disappointing or making a mis-- ; who will successfully ride Silver King
take.
in his
dive.
The World's Greatest Sensation
Excursion trains and special round
the Girl In Red riding the clown horse trip rates over railroad. Don't forget
Cupid in his
j the
dive.
date
In

40-fo-

40-fo-

WEDNESDAY, JULY 4th

.

TRACTION PARK (Fair Grounds)
ADMISSION, 50 cents

r

Colorado Phone, Blk. 93.

Automatic Phone, 292.

.

nt

t.-J-

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO.

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS
Furniture, Crockery, Stoves and Ranges.
Agt. CHARTER OAK Steel Ranges.

& GO,,

BORRADAILE

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, if she tells you to order
sack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (it you should forget the order), that you could not
find it, for every first-clagrocer
handles EMPRESS. You will alwy
find good bread, good biscuits, good
pastry and most Important of all
good cheer to greet you when yos
com home for your dinner. Try 1L
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empress of
all others.

n

ss

u

fur-i..e-

M. BERGER,

e

Milk that Will
Not Sour
You can't keep raw milk
very long it isn't sterile
and contains active souring
germs.

Carnation
Cream

Ivouisvillo

4

Columbus
At Toledo-Tol- edo

o
9
3

Im'uanapolU
I

MONTE

CARLO

1 he undersigned has opened

a

first-clas-

00'

Wholesale Agent Albuquerque, N.

O

0000-ov00-

ooccocoajooaococisoc

0

first-clas-

o

Following the Flag.
When our soldiers went to Cuba
and tlie Philippines, health was the
most important consideration. Willis
(SLriUz.d)
T. Morgan, retired Commissary Sergeant U. S. A., of Rural Route No. 1,
comet in tealed tint, and because
Ooncord. N. II.. says:
was two
of sterilization, will keep until
years in Cuba and two 'I
years In the
opened, and from three to teven
Philippines, and being subject to
days after opening, according to
colds, I took Dr. King's Now Discovery for Consumption, which kept me
temperature.
Thunder ttormt
in perfect healtn. And now in Now
won't effect it. Ask your grocer
Hampshire, we find it the best medihe sella it .
cine in the world for coughs, colds,
LM
Caraatioa Cream for SmUi Drtwiaa. Il bronohlal troubles and all lung dis1
eases. Guaranteed at all druggists.
will mot cardl.
.
Price 50c and
Trial bottle frue.

M.

Bankrupt Sale of Household Goods! Summer Tourist Tickets

SEASHORE

s

saloon, name of which Is the
"Monte Carlo," at 115 W. Railroad avenue, and Invites the public to call
and see him. The saloon will be cons
ducted in
order, and the
oeat of treatment accorded patrons.
A fine free lunch will be served every Saturday night.
L. YNDA.

117 Gold Avenue

THIS STOCK CONSISTS OF

FURNITURE
STOVES
DISHES
LAMPS
CARPETS
BEDDING
TINWARE
Everything to Furnish a House, and will be sold regardless of cost
SALE OPENS JUNE 23rd

SPEELMAN & ZEARING

0000o000

205 WEST GQLD AVENUE
fC

MOUNTAINS OF VIRGINIA
All Points East and

NEW ENGLAND RESORTS
9H

BIG

VIA

FOUR-N-

ew

York Central Lines I

For rates and free printed matter, address
Passenger Agent, 257 Main St. Dallas, Tex.

J. M. STONE, Traveling

000fK0000C00OaCoti
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF

YOU WANT THE NEWS

ooooooooo
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LORETTO

'ontBeTied to your Kitchen
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ANNUAL
OF THI3 POPULAR
INSTITUTION HELD WEDNESDAY NIGHT.

h
The
annual commencement of Loretto Academy, held Wednesday ii lull t in its auditorium, was
one of the most satisfactory In the
history of thi well known Santa Fe
institution.
The seating capacity of
the large hall was scarcely sufficient
to accommodate the large numbers
who attended.
Besides hundreds of
Snntjj Ke people who hud the interests of the academy at heart, there
were present many from other towns
throughout the territory whose daughters were among those enrolled.
The state of the auditorium had
been artistically decorated for the oc- fifty-fourt-

Superior

A Bridge-Beac- h
Steel Range

And Kitchen Work Will Be a Pleasure.
CALL AND SEE THEM.

J. D. EMMONS, the FURNITURE MAN

Mowers anil palms were nseu
extensively and were so arranged as
to create a handsome effect.
The program, which comprised vocal
and insuuinent a) selections, and literary numbers, had been well arranged
and was thoroughly enjoyed. Excellent training was evident throughout
and the pupils of the academy reflected credit upon themselves as well
as upon their instructors. The opening chorus was sung by the vocal class
and was well rendered. The Misses
M Taylor. B. B. 1odgc, and M. Oorm-le- y
played violin selection, and were
accompanied by Miss Ethel Hickok.
The Interpretation and execution were
fine and they received liberal

THiS CHANGE

STREET

TO

SE- -

CURE BARGAINS IN

4iV
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SADDLES
BRIDLES

SllXJ3

L NP

ROBES

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE

S. BUILDS THE

LONGEST

ROAD

J. A. Cashlon. who will have charge
of the construction of the Bclen-RiPuerco cut-of- f
for Grant Bros., was in
the city last night betwee n trains, en
town. Mr. Casu-loroute to the cut-of- t
says that the construction out-tit- s
are now en route io Helen and
the actual work of building the Helen-Rio
Puerco stretch of the Santa
will begin next week.
Fe cut-of- f
The death of R. B. Burns at Los
Angeles on Tuesday, ends the career
fit oil. ff hrt 111 'lit flli1f r:lll(,n,l r,m- K;ructon engineers in the bistory of
Dllring the nine vears
1ne counlry.
lle wa8 chk,f engineer of the Santa
pe coast lines, Mr. Burns made many
tr!ir,g to Albuquerque and made many
friends here who deeply regret his
death.

LAND

OFFICE

o

IN PHILIPPINES

AT SANTA FE SINCE JUNE
TRIES FALLING OFF.

11

-

Thin
I

ll 1 0
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fully protects you as to quality. A
same grade of goods.
Our repair shop Is In the hands of skilled men and Is equipped with
all necessary appliances for doing the highest grade of repairing,
trimming and painting. Ring up, write or call.

Albuquerque Carriage Co
CORNER

OF

FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

7
m. P. MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can; Si aft! art,
Pulleys, Grade Bart, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron frost
Buildings.
Ropmlrm on Mining end Mill Machinery m Specialty
Foundry east side of railroad track,
Albaqseraie, M.

ft

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

00044

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exof
modern
the
the developments
changed.
business world. An account at BEST TURNOUTS IN THE dJTY
the bank is a sign that you are Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.
methodical in business; it banIn
dies your business
a systematic manner, and gives you a
ELITE CFE
not
ileculiar business education
gained elsewhere.
GOOD
TABLE BOARD, $4 A
Checks are more convenient
than money. Checks answer the WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
purpose of receipts and can be SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO
kept on file for reference.
Only those who have tried it,
know the r.dvantages of a check
GLEAMING X
STEAM
CARPET
ing recount at the bank. Your
balance does not need to be large,
but Just sufficient to meet deCleans everything.
He U the
mands. Instead of paying your
Moving, pack-inFurniture Man.
bills by cash, the next time, deand shipping, unpacking and
posit the money in the bank and
setting up, and is no upstart at
check against a hank account.
the business. There is no other
Just Thornton. Both 'Phones.
737 South Walter Street
COMMERCE
THE BANK
MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
Gnral Building ScppUes
SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette
Bain and Old
Hickory Wagoos

Spring Wagons
Buggies and

,

g

oF

EN-

W. E.

OirnnA-- t
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WITH EVERY VEHICLE WE SELL,
Any part falling oy
means of defective
material or workman
ship will be made good
without expense to the.
owner, Irrespective of;
tlmA nt anrrlcA - Tht
to prices, you can't beat ours on the

V

the check system is one of

Conferring of Honors.
One of the pretty features of the
program was the conferring of the
AND ETC.
graduating honors. The two graduates,
the Misses Mary Elizabeth Taylor of
Doming, and Edith Ferry Hickok of
goods
of
on
a
line
this
prices
yery
pedal
some
offering
are
We
Santa Fe. each accompanied by two
you
buy.
get
out prices before
little girls, carrying large bouquets
add It will certainly pay you to
of flowers, entered the stage, and.
CO.
kneeling down before Rev. Father Antonio Forchegn, were crowned with
The
laurel wreaths.
Misses Ellzalteth Ixidge and Caroline
in South Dakota. Stock yards have Olson, were in a like manner adorned
been built at Adrian, as .Coat station with half crowns.
is the center of nn extensive cattle
TRANSACTIONS AT
raiding section.

v

U.

A bank account with

trr'-

?

Guarantee

mend your company, to all working people especially, as
my experience fully demonstrates the value of your combination policy. For almost five months now I have been
unable to do any work whatever and having a wife and
four children to support this accident claim has been
source of great comfort to me during my sickness and
enforced Idleness.
Again thanking you, I beg to remain.
Very truly yours,
JOE SCHM1TT.
P. S. Mr. Scbmitt was severely scalded by the bursting of nn Immense vat In the local brewery some five
months ago. He carried a $1,000 policy which cost him
but $29.20 per year and provides $1,000 in case of death
and $3 a week in case of sickness or an accident and
should he live twf nty years about the entire amount paid
in will be returned to him.
F. 3. SCHWENTKER.

ance.

BOTH PHONES.
CORNER COAL AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND

1

Albuquerque, N. M., June 5, 1906.
Mr. F. H. Schwentkcr, Manager Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Company, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Dear Sir: 1 wish to thank you very kindly for the
check for $!8.57, which I have today received from your
company in full payment for my accident claim. My
only regret Is that I did not apply for a $2,000 policy
wblih would have given me $10 per week for the last
twenty weeks instead of he $5 per week which I am receiving under the $1,000 policy. I can certainly recom-
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PAGE SEVEN.

ACADEMY
AT SANTA

Buy a Hoosier Kitchen
Cabinet,
A B.aWwin Dry Air Re

EVENING CITIZEN.

Carrages
Harness and
Saddles

XXXXXXXXXX

MAUGEP

It

and

quality)

price la

y on
what
want, we

Thos. F. Keleher

assi
PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND
that you give
The business done at the land office
coance
BRUSHES.
us
a
... .
,
In Santa Fe since June 11, In detail,
Leather,
Saddles, Lap
Harness,
to figure wltO
By Hamilton Wright.
is as follows;
& Avery, Boston
Mauger
with
Wblps,
Oils,
etc.
you.
Dusters,
Pal
Axle
2,fiS2;
acres,
22:
entries,
Homestead
Correspondence.
Special
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
acres,
310;
2;
final
entries,
homestead
.Manila, P. I., June 20. The longest
stops leaks. Catsa paid for Hides and
Office, 321 West Gold Avenue.
desert land entries. 2; acres, 440.
J. KORBER & CO., Wholesale and Retail. Albaquerqne
railway in the Philippines will be the
Pelts.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
The homestead entries were divided
AVENUE.
RAILROAD
408 WEST
government line leading through the
among the counties of the district as
MERCHANT TAILORING
wonderfully fertile interior of Luzon
follows: Bernalillo, none; Colfax, 1;
THIRD STREET .
Guadalupe. 2: McKinley. none; Mora, UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
from Manila to Aparri. the northern
1
5; Rio Arriba, none; San Juan, 4;
most port or tne island, it win tie, as
BAMRAILROAD
AVENUE,
O.
trans-conMiguel,
greatest
none;
were,
Santa
the
San
it
l; Sanoval,
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
Fe. none; Socorro, none; Taos, none;
tlnental system in the islands.
203 WEST RAILROAD AVE- 1.
survey
33ti
Torrence, 8; Valencia,
The
calls for a line
miles
My merchant tailoring shop is up- All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats
0F ,
NUE( NfXT 10
Factory.
Sausage
Steam
in length. With the exception of one
The final homestead entries were: stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave.
COMMERCE.
Bernalillo. 1; Colfax, 1.
iirncuit grade, the road will be com-nue.'where I solicit the patronage of
KLEINWORT.
paratlvely level, and trains should; W. G. Cornish, who resided in this
The desert land entries were; San the public. All work guaranteed first Masonic EMIL
Building, North Third Street
make the trip in ten hours. Recently city in the early days, later In the cm- - Juan. 1: Sandoval, 1
class, as I have bad fifteen years' ex
the writer traveled over the line of ploy of the Mexican Central at Juar- - The total number of homestead en- - perience in the business. Suits made
KXXXXXXX30COOCKXaX)COX)00
s
this survey on horseback. In all the ez, Mexico, and later still doing
made since January 1 Is 831; to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
trip there was only seen one hill side reading in South America, is now the. acres entered, 125,594; total number repaired. The specific I use will not
Wootton & Myer,
THE CELEBRATED
of about three acres which was bar- - new night yardmaster for the Santa, of final homestead entries, 98; acres, injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
ren land, and here It was being work- - Fe at San Bernardino, Cal., taking 15.172; desert land entries, 126; acres. also cleaned and walking skirts made
ed for a lime quarry. 'the position nutde vacant, by George 15,504. The total number of entries of to order. Give me a, trial.
From Manila the road will run1"- Noble, who returned to enter tne all kinds, made since the 1st of Jann- O. BAMBINI,
ary. 19ot: is 15t.250.
o
northeast 125 miles throutrh the val- - train service.
"
Mrs. uaniDini, at ner panors, wo
ley of the Pampapga to the Caraballo
james j. riont. western ireignt
AND RENTALS
nni,nnu.n r,i..H,
209 West Railroad avenue, is pre
New York Central lines.;
,
pared to give thorough scalp treat
,.
IRRIGATING PLANTS A 8PECIALTY
are
There
manv
hav0
with headquarters at Denver was in USP(,
Ranches and Farms
chamberlain's Colic. Cholera ment, do hair dressing, treat corns
HOUSE MOVING
"?
Warrhoea Remedy witn splendi. bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
,
PUMPS, TANKS
results, but who are unknown becnus gives mas ease treatment and manlcur
Bottled in Bond.
chants, getting them to use the lines they
Correspondence Solicited.
have hesitated about giving a Ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
AND WINDMILLS
123 S. Third St.,
he represents in shipments to and testimonial
of complexion cream builds up the!
of
experience
fo
their
) ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. M
mini eastern points. . r. Ford re-- i publication. These peoL'. however skin and Improves the complexion,
LAWN FENCE.
STEEL
STEWART'S
turned north last night.
eOCOOCXXXXXXXXXXX)COOCOOOtl
are ncne the less friends of thl r"- - aad is guaranteed not to be lnjurl
Cor. Lead Avenue and First Street.
Thev have done much toward ous. She also prepares a hair toni
M. M:wbray, the motor car expert, edy.
Distillers.
&
who has been demonstrating the nier-- i making it a household word by their that cures and prevents dandruff ani
FRANKFORT, KY.
personal recommendations to friends "air railing out; restores life to deai
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATB.
of a Fairlianks-Morsi's
railroad
removes moles, warts and auL U Z
L.
LOANS.
automobile to Santa Fe officials, re- - and neighbors. It is a good medicine hair;
hav in the borne and is widely perfluous hair. Also a face powder,
Automatic phone 451.
turned last night from a spin over to
pile
pimple
cure
freckle
cures
known
cure
and
and
of
an
for
its
diarrhoea
Albuquerque-WinsloMELINI & EAKIN
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.
the
division.
General Repair Shop.
forms of bowel trouble. For sale cure. All of these preparations ar
The round trip was made without ac-- I all
packed and crated; gaso
Furniture
KIOHthHtS Jff
by
purely
druggists.
vegetable
all
Agents.
compounds.
Sole
Have
cident.
o
just addel a vibrator machine for
line and gas stoves repaired.
A Ibuquerque, N. M.
Next to Walton's drug store, SoutU
The picnic baskets for ale at the treatment of scalp, face and cure of
Judge Henry L. Waulo, of I.as 'e-- !
199.
Automatic
Phone,
Third street.
gas, solicitor of the Sinla Fe railway Mcintosh Hardware company's store wrinkles. It is also used for r'aeunia-ar- e
indispensable foi outing parties. Usui, pains and massage.
UP TO DATE SIGNS
for New Mexico, attended to legal
j uusiness
in Santa Fe yesterday,
and
left for Kansas City, .Mo., where he
208 WEST 8ILVER AVE
PIONEER BAKERY
will remain a week,
0. W. Strong's Sons
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
-Juan A. Gomez, of pH.osa Junction.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
8TRONO BLOCK.
rColo., in tho employ of the Denver &
riRB
WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY,
Ria Grande railroad, is in Santa Fe
INSURANCE.
ion a visit to his brother, Kiifanio Gar-cla- ,
Building AssociaSecretary
Mutual
We an!e patronage and we guarwho is a guard at tne peniten-- j
tion. Office at 217 West R!lro4
antee
baking.
first
class
COMBINLS
tiary.
avenue.
THE RAILWAY ROUTE.
207 South First Street, Albuquerque.
TWO SIGHTS ON A SOLID
mountains, which run north and sout'a
W. Seery. commissary agent for' LENS.
t.
NOTHING TO BKEAK
TOTI m GBAOI
from 10 to 30 miles from the west; the Lantry-fauarM. DRAGOIE
Construction
APAKT OB INTERFERE
of Luzon. It will cross these pany at Belen, was an Albuquerque'
Superintendents
Falrrlew
and
In
Dealer In
Dealers
Hay,
Groceries,
Provisions,
WITH THE
mountains over the south Caraballo visitor yesterday.
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
Grain and Fuel.
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
!
.
pass, elevation a, 750 feet. The sum- SIGHT.
MANUFACTUKED BY THE
Fine Line of ImiKirted Wlnos, Liquors
Itching,
bleeding, protruding or
mits are covered with immense hard-- I
MONUMENTS
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
and Cigars. Place yotir orders for
blind ipilos yield to Doan's Ointment.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
wood trees.
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
us.
line
with
this
N. Second St.. Both Phones.
Chronic cases soon relieved, finally
In the Mountains.
ALBUQUERQUE N.MEX.
300 North Broadway, corner ot Wa
The railroad will climb for 35 or cured. lruggists all sell it.
213
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
forty miles through iheso mountains.
The country reminds one of the Cum
berland mount ulns of Tennessee.
There are occassional little settle"rTgL
tftHf
ments in the valleys where the Indians Igorrotes from Bunguet provi-enc- e
grow coffee. Every little farm
is protected with a bamboo fence to
keep out the deer and wild boar.
There are no native Tagalogs dwelling in the mountains. These Indians
are stronger and more industrious
i
than the Filipino of the plains.
miles above I!ay-"iiAbout thirty-fivin Xeuva Vi.caya province the
survey strikes a tributary
of the
Magat river at nn altitude of a littl
more than 2,.oij f.vt. From this point
Cui-o- ff
until near Aparri, there is an almost
imperceptible decline in the grade.
Hambang is the prettiest
little
3&len is 31 miles
N. M.,
from Chicago,
Main Line
lown in the Philippine Islands. The
people are "pacifluoes' and took no
City,
Angeles, El
Old Mexico
San Francisco,
part In the insurrection.
Only one
company of American troops has ever
been in Hambang.
Fifty years ao
the Spanish built great cathedrals and
bridges and improved the roads. The k A
country is open and the valley is open. A n
Ol 1.080 Do!nei mi resident lots, size 20x142 feet, laid out with brosd 80 sad
The long. luw. slanting foothills areiRirl
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade
pahile school son... cost
.
tien.-.eii nr
Ht.fKO; churches, Commercial club; a population of 1.500 Inhabitant; largest mercantile establishments la New Mexico; the Eeleo Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels dally; large winery; three aotels,
eueieu n 1111or iiiiiuei.
supporting an
country is capable
"
luiivuii, etc. Belen is tb largest nhipp.ns point for ool, fluur, wbeit, mr.e, teans and bay In Central New Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad City In the near future cannot ke stlmatd
immense itotmlation.
From lianibaiig the railroad will
'
run alnn'sT directly east down the
rST LIMITED EXPPESS MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE W.LL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
Magat valley to the Cagayan valley,
.VJ miles bv the rail, then down
the
s
bakery, tailor sbop, shoe house. Jeweler, plumbing skop. siaalr smut
Tit lot offered are la the center of tie city, well graded, (many of them Improved by cultivation);
and or gravel. We need a
Cagayan al'.y almost due north to
t
accj
Aiio a
hotel.
drug ito'e k,iroeM tf.op, vtc , etc
modem
iui
4tu
)M.
Aparri.
In all this traveling one is impress-- d
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS
by the f,ae: that thp Phil I'pitie
vast s'retehes of
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO
still
immense fertile but unsettle,! country.
n
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The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

M

ot The Atchison. Topcka

Located on the Belen

south of Albuquerque,
at the junction of the
Kansas
Galveston and points east to

&

Santa Fe Railway

of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west
Los
Paso and

The Belen Town acd Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

tre;

y
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Crst-ciai-

flrst-clss-

a

'The first sbipnieiit of .i'tle over
Mexici
he Kinteni riilway of ..ew
rf of this
was maiK' tluring t.ie first
e nlisted of :'.""' head, and
k.
'i'e HI.itlKlN weie shipped by the
llorst
jo Carle c .i!i;.any, of Roosevelt coiiity, from Adrian, ten miles
west of !J!acl.towt r, to i Vnz farms
--

!
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.JOHN BECKER,

The Beieffv Town and Improvement Company
President:
WM. M. BERGER,
v
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Buy a Pair of Our Cool Shoes Today

"-

"

--

."-

a'a;
Kr:
a.
'r:K
wlll'vislt

Cami la, where lie
i. en go to
he

PE1NAL

CITIZEN.

LVKXLXO

Ni:iura Falls

his aged

anil Toronto,

Saturday, June

ur.B. M. Williams

dentist,

Mr'ir.nT.r,

alioui a month or six weens.

Ireneo I.. Chaves, ot Santa Fe,
passed throusii the - ity last night
San Hatiiel, Valencia county, to visit
relatlvs for a few days. His nephew,
Hypoleto M.izoii. son
Mr. and
i
Airs. Penpolilo .Maon. of San Hafaei,
went with nlni. The boy was a pupil
at St. .uichael s college, Sania Ke,
during the tettji J.ut closed.
The New .iexic.ni says: Mrs. K.
Xlontoja, mother of Nest r Montoya,
editor ot La Handera Americana, of
Albuquerque, and Mrs. Nestor Montoya and children of Albuquerque,
have arrived m i.iis city for a visit
wit, i relatives.
They expect to remain here for two or ...rep weeks.
They were luinierly residents of Santa

fr

iwn,.

Fair in western portion; showers In
eastern portion Sunday and in northeastern portion cf territory tonight;
cooler weather in eastern portion of
territory.

man
H

i

23, 1906.

umii iLm.jiimu'jiMii

71

'
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When the Weatherl

t)fflce over Mandells on Railroad
avenue, between First and Second
streets.. Hours from 8 to 12 a. m., 1:30
to 5 p. n.. Auto 'phone 203.

You ran be remarkably cool and
comfortable In hot weather by
wearing the right kjn(1' ot
clothes. One ot our

Dr. Williams has practiced his profession In lias Vegas for the past
seventeen years.

two-piec- e

.. 8. Hopewell Iff! l:ist
a business trip to his ranrh
TICKETS
OUGHT, SOLO
county.
YOU CAN PASS THROIOH TUB HOT SEASON VERY
AND EXCHANGED
Captain Fred FoinofT. of the New
AS LONG AS YOU KEEP YOUR FEET COOL. OUR
Mexloi mounted ioliee. la down from
Association Oftic a
Santa FV on official business.
Transactions
LIGHT WEIGHT SHOES AND OXmitDS WILJ, DO THIS MOST
Mrs. Carl Oilman, wile of the elecCoaranftd
Will turn the trick nicely. They
trician, has gone to l.os Angeles to
are the PHOPEU thing for hot
EFFECTIVELY AND ECONOMICALLY, AND BESIDES THIS, THEY
1 1 8 W.
ROSENFIELD'S,
R.
R.
Ave.
spend Hie summer with relatives.
weather wear, and are even
MAKE YOt'K FEET IXOK SO TRIM AND DA IN i Y.
more comfortable than linen or
J. II. O Uieily, the life Insurance Fe.
The electric construction firm of
duck.
agent, returned
last night from a
Stover & Coliman, has secured a
f
ousiness trip to the .ecos valley.
We can assure an amount ot
contract
for the wiling of the new
SHOE STORE
,
Mary
satisfaction In their wear out
who
Ir.
bulhung. which is Just bespent the past few weeks at Long Salmon
of all proportion to Ihe price
MENS LIGHT WEIGHT SHOES
we place on them. Blue Serges
Beach, Cal., has returned to the city. ing completed at Santa Fe. The
$2.50to$4.00
Salmon building Is a
and Scotch Tweeds are the faUnited States Marshal C. M. Fora-ke- r ure. It will be provided withstructMEN'S OXFORDS
.100
$1.75to$4.00
vorite goods both In single and
returned this morning from El tights, and. according to Mr. Coledouble-breastestyles.
MEN'S HOUSE SLIPPERS
he
on
where
faso,
had
called
been
121
No.
West Railroad Avenue.
man, a mile and a hair o. wire will
50to$2.00
official business.
be
In wiring It.
used
WOMEN'S LIGHT WEIGHT SHOES
,agan, night operator at
$1.65to3.50
Charles
IS ALL THAT STANDS BEWill stents, of
Angeles oftne Western Union Telegraph' office, fice of tne Pacificthe
WOMEN'S OXFORDS
Mutual Life Insur$1.25 to $3.50
TWEEN YOU AND COMFORT
expects to leave this evening for a ance company,
from the
WOMEN'S HOUSE SHOES
visit to his old home In Kansas v,..y. south this morning.arrived
$1.10to$2.50
He spent yesterMrs. M. Nash ieit last night
for
day
Helen,
No. 424 North Second St.
at
and from what he witCHILDREN'S SHOES AND SLIPPERS
$1.00 to $2.50
Des Moines, Iowa, where she will be nessed and the conversations he had
the guest of homo folks for several with the residents of uie cut-oftown, SANITARY BOARDING
STABLE
It Is Mr. Ments' opinion t;iat
weeks.
many
Improvements
Mrs. W. J. Cardwell, who sojourn- substantial
will
be
F. T. SCHMIDT, Prop.
during the present
ed the past month on the upper inO made at Belen
8AUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
year.
Pecos, and enjoyed her out ins ImColo, phone, Blk. 35.
Auto., 311.
Ketner. the "bad man s town," is
Wnen purchased at F. F. Trotter' mensely, returned to the city last
night.
rapidly becoming tamed, reports of
grocery store, are ure to bring the
Mrs. T. K. Wheeler, who has been ..ghts, rtots and killings, which for
right flavor to all dlshea Into which residing at 408 North Second street a while last winter drifted into this
foe several montns, left nils morning c.iy with alarming frequency, becomthey enter. This la because we al- for iher
ing less frequent as the days go by,
noma at Chicago.
ways procure tjje best manufactured.
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Raynolds were and it is said that the camp in the
We And out first what brands are re- Joined at the Alvarado today by ftuss .uni mountains Is fast becoming a in
place to live in, i.mnks to me effiliable and personally guarantee them. Laltue and Miss Raynolds, oj Las cient,
work done by two of New Mexvegas, wno arrived from El Paso.
ico's mounted policemen, who have
The boys of the Immaculate Con- Oetn stationed
the lumber camp by
ception scnool, chaperoned by the ex- the governor t" atquell
all fighting tencellent teachers of that
Ses Windows
See Windows
are iplcnlcking In Bear Canyon today. dencies of its inhabitants. .
l the evening service at the M. E. Did I; ever :eeur to vnn that enm
tomorrow, Dr. Rollins will shoe poltsnes will not only improve!
When we guarantee Schwab Clothes to give satNo. 118 and 120 South Second street church
,4l'l.WJi'l''f- speak on "Three Types of Wrong- tne looks of your rootwear, but win
isfaction we lelterate, the guarantee given to us by
doers." The public is invited.
also increase the wearing quality of
tho makers.
Should anything prove unsatisfactory
Attorney Thos. N. Wllkerson, ap- the leather, and thereby reduce the
we ask you to let us know and we shall make it
GEO. W. HICKOX.
T. Y. MAYNARD
your
s
pearing for J. L. Bell & Co., today amount of
shoe Dills? The
right.
We are fallible; discrepancies creep past
we sell nave proved their goodfiled suit In the district court against
the best ot us. Schwab Clothes are known as honness
acbeyond a doubt, for a good many
Mrs. F. L. Albright, to recover on
est clothes they are honestly made end trimmed,
count. The amount the plaintiffs al- years. liiack. white or tan, 10c, 15c
The
and will stand a remarkable amount of wear.
lege is due tnem Is $'.'08.52.
and 25c per package. C. May's shoe
fair minded man will find they meet his highest exThe Demlng Headllgnt says: Mrs. store, 3i4 West Ranroad avenue.
o
pectations.
We have a good showing of Shimmer
W. H. Greer, of Albuquerque, is visChicken dir.iieer at the Columbus
iting frienus In this city. .irs. Greer
Styles.
line
Come in and look them over.
Prices
expects to remain several weeks, an.l hotel tomorrow. Meals family style,
range from
ner many friends in Doming cer- 25 cents.
$10 TO $20
tainly hope she will.
55- invite
inspection.
TONIGHT! TONIGHTI TONIGHTI
Born to Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Browne,
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
SEE BIG WINDOW DISPLAY.
of Alagdalena, a 'boy. Mr. Browne Is ELEPHANT.
manager for the Ranch Supply como
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
pany, a large general merchandise , Going to the mountains Sunday? We
house of Magdalena. The Brownes win loan you a folding pocket kodak.
THE ARCH FRONT.
SOUTH SECOND STREET.
were former residents of Albuquer- Houston, 205 West Kallroad avenue.
que.
STOP THE LICE FROM EATING
W. S. Strlckler, vice president of
LIFE OUT OF YOUR POULthe Bank of Commerce nd president THE
TRY,
USING INTERNATIONAL
of The Cuizen Publishing company, LOUSEBYKILLER;
25c FOR LARGE I
was a passenger for xjas Vegas this CAN,
WITH
SPRINKLER
TOP. E.
gene
morning, where ne has
ou busiSOUTH SECOND
ness. He will return to the city this W. FEE, 620
.
STREET.
evening.
Colonil

nlKlit on
In Sierra

j

Outing Suits
$8.50 to $20

R.R.

I

WM. CHAPLIN'S

Taylor-Goodwin-

?tfFjne Shoes

iwo-Mor-

London Club $8.50 to S20

LIVERY COMPANY

SIMON
STERN
Railroad Avenue ClotHier

f

Ujq

The Golden Rule Clothing Store
The Store for Style, Service
Saving
and

CLOTHES SATISFACTION

ina-uitl- on,

F. F. TROTTER

o

o

pol-isne-

The Hickox - Maynar d Co.

o

Fine new
Pickard's Hand
Painted China just arrived.
We
your

I.

Whitney Company

Tasty Fountain Beverages

Arlogast Reisley returned to
his home
at Pena B anca ..nls morn'
ing. Yesterday In the morning, Rev.
Relsley preached at the Sacred Heart
Rev.

We always knew we made good soda water. We had
a pretty good opinion of our Ice cream too. But when
we see the continued increase in the amount ot
these good things we sell, we are Inclined to think
that other folks think them good also. Do you? Try
it. you'll see.

J. H. O'RIELLY

GO ,

Druggists

Barnelt Building

church. Last night ne addressed the
graduates icf St. Mary's hall at the
commencement exercises.
The New Mexican says: Hon. L.
Bradford Prince has received official
notification that at the June meeting
of the Texas Historical society, he
was unanimously
elected a corresponding 'member, 'tins makes a
pleasant, connection 'between the
of the southwest.
W. S. Fields, division manager fur
tne Holmes Supply company. Is In
the city preparing for the moving of
his family here from Isleta on July 1.
In the past the Holmes Supply company has maintained headquarters at
isleta. Tne company now finds It
convenient to move to Albuquerque.
C A. Hudson, of the Hudson Bill
Posting company, is arranging his
business affairs so as to take a vacation in July. He will attend a convention of the National Bll, Posters
and Distributors' association at Chicago, and thence to Denver, w here he
will take in the big doings of the
Elks.
The (silver City Enterprise says: P.
B. Schwentker, of Albuquerque, general agent for .ew Mexico for ue
comPacific Mutual Life Insurance
pany, oi uan Francisco and Los Angeles, Is paying the local agency a
visit this week. Manager Schwentker by dint of hard work, has built
up a splendid agency force in the territory, with tho result that the Pacific
Mutual Is writing an immense amount
of business in New Mexico today.
George Cochran, a well known and
lopuIar conductor on the coast lines
of the Santa Ke, will leave Monday
for Wilson, Kan., where Mrs. Cochran has been the past few weeks visiting relatives. After a week's stay
lucre, Mr. Cochran will go U Sarnie,
s

LUMBER,

-

CEMENT,

-

SASH,

Doors, Glass, Paint and

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY PILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
First and Marquette,

-

Albuquerque, N. M.

--

THE

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.
Diamonds, Watoaea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks. Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News
it.

TRMW HMTS
We have just received by express all of the
latest shapes in straw goods

c

Panama Hats,
Sailor Styles,

$5.00
1.50 to 2.50
-

FOR RENT.
Popular mountain resort, furnished
complete, reasonable. Call 1301 Fruit
avenue.
YOURS
FOR
THE
TAKIN- GFREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
EPHANT.
Evangelist H. A. Ironside will speak
on Saturday evening, at the same
place. A chalk talk to children again
at the North Fourth street mission, at
10 o'clock, and preaching service in
the evening, at 7:30, at same plate.
Exercises all free.
o
Don't forget the Columbus hotel
Sunday dinners, 25 cents.

Ladies always welcome, day or
evenings, at the West bowling alleys.
u
The "Affidavlta" are ooen for a
challenge from any
team on
earth, at the West Bowling alleys.
The picnic basketa for sale at the
Mcintosh
Hardware company's store
are indispensaale for outing parties.
Give us your ROUGH DRY work.
Monday, and got is back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.

S. Vann &

tosh

Hardware

window.

company's

the

Son

.IW

DIAMONDS
IN

THE SOUTHWEST.

WATCHES
CUT GLA jS

A

4

Mcln.

display

et

ofgest s,ocks

0ne of ,he

JEWELERS
i8!"!"!"!"?"!11"""

o
Don't heat un the house on Sundav.
Dine at tho Columbus. Chicken and
dumplings, 25 cents.
See the picnic baskets In

40 J, 403 North First S

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

JO.

CHINA

V

WHITING BLOCK

Cor. Second and

dud

(J

Fme Watch Repairing a Specialty

SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
A home made door, with trimmlnzs

for

$1.25.

We are making window

screens all
mortised together, and as strong as
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
screen door,
or
that
will outlast any door shipped In here
from the cast, together with trim
mings, for U.25.
Wo make the regular shop made
screen doors that have alwavs cost,
heretofore, 2.00 to $2.25, for $1.50.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING

MciNTGQH HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to

MILL CO.

e

are indispensable for outing parties.
PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS,
Remember. Knreka la th onlv limn
sold here that will not pop, crack or
blister hi the wall. See that It Is
specitiej in y0ur contract.

si

ooooooooocoo
"Ice!

.
rooa

j

f

Compartment

Mcln-tos-

display

H 1tI HI)I t4

FRESH

& COMPANY

in
I
OurWindow

& CO.

company's

J. POST

See Display

The picnic baskets for sale at the
Mcintosh Hardware company'a store

Hardware

E.

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

Get your team together, boys and
come down and beat the "Affidavits"
at the West bowling alley.

window.

E. L. WASHBURN CO. E

U3, U5, U7 South First Street

Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry

See the picnic basketa in the

122
Second

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses, sa
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

o
CLOSING CUT SALE.
We will sell out entire stock of Mil
linery at a sacrifice, as all must be
sold by July 1st.
THE GILBERT MILLINERY CO.

HAHN

STUDY OUR WINDOWS

ld

i

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools

o

Chicken ami dumplings, cream pie.
25 cents. Columbus hotel.

215 West Railroad Avenue

CUT FLOWERS.

IVES, THE FLORIST.

H i iitttttI HI (

ALBUQUERQUE,
'

NEW MEXICO
'

V

